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The BG News 
HURSDAY, Nov. 19,  1998 A daily independent student press Volume 85- No. 58 
ARTWALK '98 to paint community streets 
D. Weekend art 
displays focus on 
promoting downtown 
businesses and local 
artists. 
By SARAH BEDNARSKI 
The BG News  
Area .lrlisis will be displaying 
Iheir work at local downtown 
businesses for ARTWALK '98, 
over the weekend. 
Exhibits will include various 
media, from oil painting to musi- 
cal collaborations. About 10 area 
merchants will be showcasing 
the talent of the artists, said Ear- 
line Kilpatrick, president of the 
Downtown Business Association 
(DBA). 
"It's an opportunity to pro- 
mote downtown Bowling Green 
and the arts," she said. 
Kilpatrick said the event coin- 
cides with the University's art 
exhibition, "Artists Across the 
Campus and Around the City." 
According to Jacqueline 
Nathan, University gallery direc- 
tor for the School of Art, the 
event on campus will also show- 
case the talent of area artists. She 
said the only criterion was the 
artist could not be affiliated with 
the School of Art. 
Nathan said it provided an 
opportunity for ire* arlists to 
display their work. In addition, 
she said the exhibition supports 
all media of the arts. 
"They have developed an 
artislu gift." she said. "(Theexhi- 
bition) is an opportunity to sup 
port the community and provide 
a showcase for the artists' tal- 
ents." 
This is the University's third 
year  in  participating,   Nathan 
■ Women's basketball 
team won against 
Youngstown State. 83-79. 
Rose honored as 
'true friend' of 
■ Austin de Louis, 
hockey forward is used 
to playing the field. 
■ Ohio accepts a $9.9 
billion dollar settlement 
over th next 25 years 
from the tobacco 
industry. 
■ Same sex marriages 
are argued in the 
Vermont Supreme Court. 
■ A drifter, Branaon 
Wilson confesses to the 
slaying of a 9-year-old 




World and Nation 
Sports 
Agate 
"to be nobody but yourself 
- in a world which is doing 
its best, night and day. to 
make you like everybody 
else - means to fight the 
hardest battle which any 
human being can fight. 
and never stop fighting." 
e.e. cummings 
poet 
V£? BGSU libraries 
CJ A reception was held to honor 
multiple local authors and artists 
for their achievements in the 
Bowling Green community 
throughout the year. 
By TRACY WOOD 
 The BG News  
Friends of the Bowling Green State University 
Libraries honored thirty-four University authors, 
artists, editors and musicians for their scholarly 
achievements at the 1998 Friends Authors and 
Artist reception. 
Sherry Gray, one of the board members for 
I nends of the BGSU Libraries, said this event has 
honored a  lol.il of 600 faculty and staff since 
I i lends" was officially organized in 1976. 
Gray said the faculty and staff look forward to 
th" event each year. It is an opportunity for them 
to see what their peers have accomplished during 
the past year. 
"The reception recognizes faculty and staff on 
this campus, and it is a chance for them to be rec- 
ognized by their peers," Gray said. "It is nice to 
have an organization on campus recognize the 
University's authors, artists, performers and edi- 
tors." 
The organization works to sponsor and 
enhance educational scholarships, fundraising 
events and the attraction of prominent authors to 
the University, Gray said. 
The winner of the annual Friend of the 
Library award was also announced. Don Rose 
was rei ognized for his contributions to the music 
library's collection and being a "true friend" to 
the University. 
"1 was totally flabbergasted and very flattered 
to be recognized for this award, and 1 never imag- 
ined I would receive it," Rose said. "It is my plea- 
sure to contribute to what I consider lo be the 
number one music library in the world." 
Janet Parks, one of the recognized University 
staff and faculty, was honored for her individual 
contributions to the sport management program. 
She .said she looks forward to attending the event 
each year. 
"I think it's very important and very nice to 
honor authors and artists and let them know that 
they are appreciated," Parks 
said. 
said. 
"We arc really happy to have 
the opportunity to couple with 
thf Downtown Business Associa- 
tion and other community mem- 
bers," she said. 
Kilpatrick said this is the sixth 
year lor the event. She said Jim 
Youll, former DBA president and 
former owner of Answer Factory, 
started the event. 







BG News Photo Iliu»tr»tion/SCOTT FAUBER 
Is this how Bowling Green water compares to bottled water? Many students perceive the local tap water 
to be contaminated. Twelve chemicals were found in area water; however, human studies on these 
chemicals are still Inconclusive. 
Look for stories, 
horoscopes, weather, 
crossword puzzles and 
more on the updated 
BG News website. 
Check it out at: 
WWW. 
bgnews.com 
If you have a news tip or 
have an idea for a story, 
call anytime and ask to 
speak with an editor. 
372-6966 
By TONY CAVALLARIO 
 The BG News  
Drinking-water suppliers have a 
lough job in the Maumee River Val- 
ley, according to an Environmental 
Working Group/Ohio Citizen Action 
report released in October. 
The report, "Full Disclosure," test- 
ed water from the taps of citizens in 
12 Ohio communities this summer. 
The report found 16 contaminants 
in Defiance's drinking water, includ- 
ing three major chemicals in levels 
that exceeded federal health stan- 
dards. Twelve chemicals were found 
in Napoleon's water, just south of 
Bowling Green. 
"This is not the fault of water treat 
ment plants," said Sarah Ogdahl of 
Ohio Citizen Action. "The water is 
just too dirty to begin with. We want 
to protect the water from pollution at 
the source." 
The problem is not a single pollut- 
ing factory or faulty treatment plants, 
but that Northwest Ohio's water sup- 
ply is surrounded by farmland. As 
water drains and returns to the river, 
it brings along pesticides and fertiliz- 
ers from farms, says Ogdahl. 
"Bowling Green, Napoleon and 
Defiance, are all in the same boat, like 
any other surface water suppliers 
anywhere in the corn belt," said Dar- 
ryl  Stockburger,   Bowling  Green's 
• See WATER, page five. 
Money to burn: Smoke-out offers options to those who want quit 
i 
By CAROLYN STECKEL 
 The BG News  
Money is always tight for col- 
lege students, but imagine how 
much can be saved if daily purchas- 
es did not include a pack of ciga- 
rettes. 
Assuming that a pack 
of cigarettes costs 
$1.80 and a pack a day 
is purchased, a stu- 
dent can save $640.80 
per year if they do not 
buy the cigarettes. 
Saving that kind of 
_« ..       «^ .  , money would mean BG Newi Photo/  ... -      .,       ... 







but to quit smoking is often easier 
said than done. 
For this reason, the Great Ameri- 
can Smokeout was created. 
The Smokeout is a national event 
that is geared towards helping smok- 
ers that want to quit. 
Here at the University, the Well- 
ness Connection is distributing free 
survival kits to those who want help 
quitting. 
According to Chris Hageman, 
special promotions coordinator for 
the Wellness Connection, the kits 
include bubble gum, stickers, stress 
balls, rubber bands, buttons and 
many tips on how to quit smoking 
and what happens when you quit. 
"This event is important because 
it allows students to know that they 
are not the only ones out there, trying 
to quit," Hageman said. 
Hageman offers some advice for 
those who want to quit smoking. 
"Drink a lot of liquid, but not cof- 
fee or alcohol," she said. "Both of 
these trigger the desire to smoke. 
When the urge hits, take a deep 
breath, and exhale slowly. Think 
about changing your smoking rou- 
tine. If you always have a cigarette 
after dinner, as soon as the meal is 
done, get up and don't sit there any 
longer. Get rid of everything, ciga- 
rettes, lighters and ashtrays." 
Benefits of quitting include 
improved mental abilities, increased 
physical abilities and stamina, fewer 
dental problems, improved sense of 
smell and taste as well as reduced 
rates for auto and health insurance. 
Joshua Kaplan, medical director at 
the student health center, said that 
smoking is a chronic disease, and 
that there is no question that people 
who smoke do not live as long and 
are less healthy than those who do 
not. 
"For each cigarette you smoke, 
you lose 15 minutes (of your life)," 
Kaplan said. 
If you add it all up for one pack, 
you lose five hours a day, one day for 
every five packs you smoke, 70 days 
in a year, and one year for every five 
• See SMOKE, page five. 
I 
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In response to the letter written on Tuesday, November 17: Ms. 
Lyons referred to the football players of this university as grown 
men just playing a game. To these gentlemen football is much 
more than a simple game. It is a way of life. These guys spend 
their college life around football. When you are at home enjoying 
the beautiful summer weather, the football players are enduring 
null's of running and hard physical training so they can be win- 
ners! All winter and spring they lift weights and run to gain 
respect for not only themselves but also for this university 
Football is not a war in the t<txl that most people think of it. 
The war for these guys is personal. They have dedicated most 
ot their lives tobe thebest at their position. It is not something that 
c\ ci v person can do. They follow their dreams, the dreams they 
have had since childhood. If everybody had this kind of dedica- 
tion, then everyone would be overacheivers. I am sure when you 
wire young you had a dream to be something extraordinary, like a 
model or a dancer. Did you ever fulfill that dream? If you did, 
great - but most people don't have what it takes. 
Football players do all of this while maintaining their grades, 
the NCAA makes sure of that, and they put up with everything 
thai ■ normal college student has to deal with. They have friends 
and girlfriends. They try to do the stuff that they enjoy other than 
football. 
So think of what you do in an average day then include a three 
hour practice and weight training. Would you be able to handle 
that? When these guys gel injured they have to limp to class or go 
on crutches. Would you do that, or would you skip the class and 
hope for the best? These guys can't because a football coach will 
hr waiting outside of their 8:30 to make Mire they are there. 
I hope you realize that football is a lot more than just a game. 
A game is something like bowling or darts. Not something that a 
person has to endure, like 20 forty yard sprints in 85 degree weath- 
er. All while you are sunning yoursell al the side of a pool. This 
school needs to respect its student athletes more. No matter what 
sport it is, these men and women go through their own boot camp 
and it is called college. 




Sick Puppies Jerry Jezek 
TURN    ir-j   -YOUR,    TERM 
PAPER   YET? 
'   .    HERE S    TOOK     PAPC* 
BACK.    FrtANKLY.   I  MAO 
SOflE      CAUSE    roR  CONCt^j 
YOU'LL    it£    YOUR   GRADE 
REFLECTS   THIS    ACcoRD'N&LY 
-WHAT     THC...    WHAT    IS 
THIS   BLATANT    SMUT ? 
DID Vou EV6N READ /-W 
REPORT ?/? IT SAT/STIES 
AU    THf     «F<?UC5TeD   CeiTFRlA 
AS    wen.  AS   txrouHOihte. 
WPON    IT. 
OR     IS      IT     THAT     THIS     ,s 
Sane    r^ANNta,  Or   FKesHrJZi 
FLUNK-OUT      COUKiEj      IS 
THAT       HOW     Yoo^       roo*0 
I MY    CRAFT    SO    Dtrt^KABLt ? 
N".        ow   THE 
CONTRARY. . . 
ffauf    PAren   WAS   6OOO 
ALMOST      TOO    6000. 
IT'S      TMe     IUCCor*„r>AT.O*l 
OF     THE     DfPABT^CrJr    THAT 
You   REPEAT   TH.5   (O^if OMT,t 
IWt      RRPAK    YOU*    SPIRIT 
Students' (money) First 
Phone charges Internet 
charges. Parking problems. 
Dorm safety problems. 
Students iirsi' 
Maybe long ago, in the early 
days ot the University, adminis- 
trators and facult) cared about 
students — maybe even knew 
Ihem by name. There may not 
have been a dozen dining halls 
or a football stadium, but Shi- 
dents were, in one sense ol the 
phrase, taken care ol 
If they ever existed, those 
days an' gone 
To take just one example, 
there is an inherent contradic- 
tion between Irving to increase 
enrollment ami claiming thai 
every student matters (which is 
my interpretation of "Students 
First." Judging from recent 
events, it might very well be a 
wrong one). Shoveling more 
students in means crowding in 
dorms, and thus lack of choice 
as to where to live. It also means 
swelling class size, longer lines 
in the cafeteria and bigger wait- 
ing lists for hard-to-get-aholil-ol 
advisors 
Students first? Only il sou 
can pay tuition 
Herd 'em in, crank 'em out. 
Thai's    the    real    philosophy 
behind     catch     phrases      like 
recruitment"  and  "retention." 
To the University, you are rarely 
a   person  and   often  number X 
which owes dollar amount Y. 
Thank you tor your payment, 
please drop by nexl semester. 
Of course, there are many 
ambitious and laudable pro- 
grams thai really do have stu- 
dents .ii the lop ot the list. We 
shouldn't forget about those. 
What negates .i lot ol that effort, 
however, are the little things — 
the quality of life issues. 
The parking problem is one 
of those little things. Now, I'm 
usually no fan ol ears In fact, I 
hate automobiles They are 
noisy, smelly, and put me in 
peril while I'm riding my bicy- 
cle. 
However, right now, they are 
Have an opinion? - Write a letter to the editor! 
•Letters should be between 300 and 500 words long 
Email it to bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu or bring it to 210 West Hall on disk. 
•Letters to the editor are subject to copy editing and timeliness. 
necessary for some people. 
Those students who need to 
should he able to park on or 
near campus. Those who don't, 
shouldn't. 
After years of this problem, 
no changes have been talked 
about, but the problem still 
exists, exacerbated by - you 
guessed it - record levels of 
recruitment. 
At the very least, students 
who are forced to create their 
own parking place shouldn't be 
hassled by the parking and traf- 
fic police. 
Students first? Not if you're 
10 minutes late with no parking 
spaces in sight. 
From my own personal expe- 
rience only, about half of all 
encounters between students 
and faculty are pleasant and 
efficient. The rest range from 
irritating to downright antago- 
nistic. 
This shouldn't be the case. If 
student complaints were taken 
seriously and acted upon, 
maybe we would feel like more 
than a number (note to Dr. 
Kibeau: this would increase 
"retention"). Instead, there's a 
lot of promises followed by a lot 
of foot dragging. 
I low main limes have vou 
heard the phrase It's our poli- 
cy?" This is one of the most frus- 
trating phrases in the English 
language. It is a device by which 
people who don't want to help 
you pretend like they can't help 
you.  After all, "It's our policy."- 
I ran into this very institu- 
tional stubbornness earlier this 
year. When I tried to use my 
National Merit scholarship to 
pay Foi off-campus living, I was 
told I couldn't. It's University 
policy. 
Strangely enough, when I 
went to England last year, I was 
able to use the exact same 
money to pay (or off-campus 
living Thai, too, is University 
policy. 
In the end, at an institution as 
large as BGSU, policies create 
contradictions like that one, 
where I gel my scholarship if I 
want to move 3,000 miles away, 
but 1 don't if I want to move 
across town 
Students first? But that's not 
our policy! 
Mike Wendling is a columnisj 
for The News. Questions and cont- 
inents can bt tent to mikcwenii 
bgnet.bgsu. edu or 210 West Hale 
up-to-date news and information 
www. bgnews. com 
check it out daily. 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 




"My friend made me so he 



















Copyright 0 1908. The BG 
News, Bowling Green, Ohio. 
Reprinting of any material from 
this publication without the per- 
mission of The BG Ni 
strictly prohibited. The BG News 
is an independent publication 
founded in 1920 and is pub 
lished dally during the academic 
year and weekly during the sum- 
mer semester. Opinions 
expressed in columns and letters 
to the editor an' not ncccssvrih 
those of the student body, facul- 
ty. University administration or 
The BG News. Unsigned editori- 
als are the opinion of the fall 
1998 BG News staff The HI, 
News encourages Its readers to 
notify the paper of any en i 
stories or photograph descrip- 
tions Decisions made by the Edl- 
tor-ln-Chlef and the Editorial 
Board are final 
Make it your 
opinion page! 
Get your voice 
heard! 
The BG News 
welcomes any 
letters, columns 
or other bits of 
cpiniontobe 
included on this 
page. Here's 
how you can get 
your voice heard: 
WRITE 
Letters to the 
editor are encouraged and 
are published on a first 
come, first serve basis, with 
only rare exceptions of time- 
ly Issues. Letters can be 




opinions or story Ideas are 
strongly encouraged. E-mail 
us anytime at 
bgnewsObgnet.bgsu. edu. 
All suggestions are wel- 
CALL 
We're avail- 
able! The BO 
News office Is op< i 
8 a.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday 
through Thursday and 8 
a in. to 5 p.m. on Friday 
The office Is locate 
210 West Hall. 
FAX 
Need to get   zHtfl— 
something over to 
quickly? Fax it to the 
newsroom at 372-6967 
or 372-0202. 
CONTACT CITY OFFICIALS 
Wesley Hoffman —Mayor 354-6204 
John Fawcett — Municipal Adm. 354-6204 
Mike Marsh — City Atty. 352-2518 




Today's Birthday (Nov. 19). Money is 
yourthrmc lor ilii> year Kftling it, spend- 
ing it. thinking about it, figuring out new 
ways to create it out of nothing Money is 
only a concept, remember9 It can be creat- 
ed or destroyed with the flick of a wrist, 
and that's not just when you pay the bills. 
In December, you'll get a chance to try out 
all kinds of new tricks. By using your wits, 
you can stretch your dollar further than 
you ever imagined. In January and Febru- 
ary, the same tricks work, but in a differ- 
ent setting. By going through a friend, you 
can get what you want for your home at 
wholesale prices. You're very lucky in love 
in March. That gives you extra confidence, 
which helps you achieve a promotion. That 
makes you even happier, which is good, 
because the work's really coming in. By 
April, you'll be overloaded if you don't 
ionic up with a plan and stick to it. Let 
yourself go in August and you'll astound 
even yourself. You're even more creative 
than even you thought In September, 
adventure beckons. With the right friends 
rind the right motivation, you can clean up 
a big mess once and for all. 
To get the advantage, check the day's 
rating   10 is the easiest day, 0 tin 
ihilli'nging. 
Ari*s (March 21-April 19) - Today is a 
7 - The moon's going into Sagittarius 
today. Venus is already there, and the sun 
will IM* there Sunday. This is in your solar 
ninth house of travel, so that's what you 
should be planning It'll be complicated 
this weekend, but if you make your plans 
or even start your trip now, you'll be well 
past the difficulty by the time conditions 
change. 
Taurus (April 20- May 20) - Today is a 5 
- Watch out for complications today. It 
looks like the plans you've laid are going to 
be shifted around a little. Well, it's more 
like an explosion. Be ready for just about 
anything, because just about anything 
could happen Your problem, or perhaps 
the solution to your problem, i- in commu- 
nications Keep that in mind and you'll do 
fine. 
Gemini (May 21 -June 21) - Today is a 
6 - There's quite a clump of planets in 
Sagittarius, and you're probably noticing 
the difference Sagittarius is a freewheel- 
ing and independent-sign, directly across 
the zodiac from Gemini You and Sagittar- 
ius stir each other up and get each other 
going. Take care you don't get in trouble, 
by staying out too late on your lunch hour. 
Cancer (June 22- July 22) - Today is a 
6 - This is a good time to make decisions 
concerning projects you and your loved 
ones want to work on together That's 
because we've got love, children and work 
ail in the same area of the chart, getting 
positive vibes right now. Your intuition is 
strong, and that's helpful if you're making 
big decisions, which you ought to be doing. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is a 7 - 
There will be a strong compulsion for peo- 
ple to talk about things, possibly things 
they haven't talked about in years. For 
you, this wilt likely appear in your rela- 
tionships with children, and with the peo- 
ple you love best. Devote as much time as 
you can to listening. You're a strong leader, 
but you'll lead better if you know how 
theM people feel. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22) - Today is a 5 
- You're in the mood to clean things up 
around your place, and possibly do some 
decorating. You might have to rip thinp 
apart to gel everything just right The 
overall result will be good, but right now. 
things might look worse than they did 
before. Don't worry. As you know, you have 
to break the eggs to make the omelet 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) - Today is a 6 
- The moon has gone into Sagittarius, and 
the sun will be there at the end of this 
week. Sagittarius, for you, means educa- 
tion. It's also a sign you find fascinating, 
and today, you'll get a taste of what's to 
come. There should he some very interest- 
ing discussions out there. Don't be embar- 
rassed if you can't quite keep up. You're 
learning fast. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) - Today is a 
S - If you've been thinking about Miring 
for a raise. ihi> is the day to do it. Itll be 
easy to find the right words, and there are 
several things going in your favor. One is a 
tough job you've recently done. You made 
it look easy, and others noticed. They 
minht already be thinking about giving 
you more money! 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21) - Today 
is a 7 - TTie moon. Venus, Pluto and Mer- 
cury are all in your sign, giving you wit 
and quick timing, passion and compas- 
sion. You're fast on your feet, and with 
your mind, so you can outmaneuver just 
about any adversary. Go ahead and make 
a run for it, whatever that means for you. 
You're not only fast, you're also lucky. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jon 19) - Today 
is a 6 - You've got an interesting dilemma 
today. You don't really feel like you can 
talk about it yet, and you're right. There 
m.i\ be Borne rtunon going around, but for 
you. discretion is the better part of valor 
Keep niost of what you know to yourself 
until you find out the rest of what yon 
don't know. 
Aquarius (Jon 20-Feb. 18) - Today is 
a 7 - The moon's going into Sagittarius 
today. This has a relaxing influence on 
you. You're plowing forward, but it's not as 
tough as it was. Neither you nor the per- 
son in control an luring younelvei quite 
as seriously as you were. By now 
accomplished the major part of what you 
were trying to do. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-Morch 20) - Today is a 
5 - Looks like a person in authority has 
some sort of weird scheme in mind for you, 
but its not completely figured out. That > 
where you come in. Help this person figure 
out how to accomplish it, and you'll 
become a valuable part of the team 
piti Yoztjf 
oza 
Bowling Green State University hosts over 400 





1 Turn toward 
5 Marshy lowland 
10 Heave 
14 Sea east ot the 
Caspian 
15 Equipped with 
paddles 
16 Egg-shaped 
17 Going down 
19 Roman tyrant 





23 Glass containers 
25 Banister 
26 _ Hills, IL 
29 Smack 
32 Social stratum 
35 Adam's garden 
36 A Gershwin 
38 Sen. group 
39 Brown shade 
40 Bad uns 
41 Dad 
42 Easter item 
43 Lofty 
44 Actress Garr 
45 Mark sale prices 
47 Decline in prices 
48 Dimmed 
49 Seek prey 
51 Writer Hunter 
53 Arm of the White 
w i '/ J ■ 
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5 *' ' n ' 1 ■; 
11 
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37 1 : 61 Departed 62 Native W " 
64 Man with regrets 
65 Aired again 




41 46 4/ ■ ̂ 
67 Concludes 
68 Paris of pipes 
49 ->o |      H61   5? 








•! l " 3 Liquid assets 4 San Diego 6/ 1 ,., 
suburb 
5 Detection device 
6 Quantity of gum 
7 Diva's song 
8 Give a hand 
9 Ventriloquist 
Bergen 
10 Lymphoid mass 
in tho mouth 
11 Covered a 
common range 
12 Indira's dress 
13 Mess maker 
18 Periods of note 
22 Knights' weapons 
24 Does barbering 
26 Actor OToole 
27 Pithy saying 
©1996 Tribune Media Services. Inc. 
Al' rights reserved 
•For the 
the trtfe 
iwrrs.   In 
w bfMW 
28 Elongated 
30 Ancient Greek 
colony 
31 Process for 
sorting the 
injured 






44 Moroccan city 
46 Hole-borers 
48 Hollow tooth 
50 Ski lids 
52 Blood vessels 
53 Monster 
54 Peson, place or 
thing 
55 Help on a heist 
56 Time long past 




63 Hit head-on 
PAOETfOBEu 
intended as an 
irreverent look at 
The University 
We atTheBG 
Newt constder it 






are solely thatt 
of our staff 




PowerPoint 1 for BGSU 
Employees (PC/Windows) (9 
a.m. - Noon) 
BGSU.      Free     (or     BGSU 
Employees. 
Jehovah's Witnesses Infor- 
mation Table (9 a.m. - Noon) 
Education Building. 
German Club Fundraiser/ 
Advent Calender Sale (10 
a.m - 3 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Ticket Sales for NAACP 
Extravaganza (11 a.m. - 3 
p.m.) 
Math Science Building. 
PowerPoint 1 for BGSU 
Employees (Mac) (1 - 4 p.m.) 
BGSU.     Free     for     BGSU 
Employees. 
Sexual Harassment Work- 
shops (1- 2:30 p.m.) 
1  College Park. These work- 
"Upcoming Events' i. a nervier to our reader* borrowed daily via the tJaJvanJ 
ty web page. The ealendar or event* on the web page has a more (oniplelc list- 
ing or events and ean be aeeessed through -wwv..hgsu.edu.~ 
shops aim to provide essential 
information on the University's 
efforts to create a learning and 
work environment free from sex- 
ual harassment. Participants will 
learn the University's policy and 
complaint procedures and 
acquire skills in identifying inap- 
propriate behavior. 
NAACP General Meeting (6 
p.m.) 
Faculty Room. 
Singled Out Philanthropy 
(7:30 - 10:30 p.m.) 
Union Ballroom.  Sponsored 
by   the   New   Greek   Council. 
Canned goods will be accepted 
at the door for communih 
vice event. 
Western (8 p.m.) 
Gish Film Theater. A Spanish 
shoe salesman is stranded in a 
small town in Brittany where he 
falls in love with a local woman 
and forms an alliance with a car 
thief. Free. 
New Music Ensemble (8 p.m.) 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts ( enter. Direct) 
Mikel Kuehn, the ensemble will 
present a program tilled 20th- 
century Classics'' featuring 
works by composers Luciano 
Brno, John ( age, Christian 
Lauba, Karlhem/ Stockhausen 
and Edgard Varese The program 
will be simulcast in RealAudio 
on the internet 
Woza Albert! (8 p.m.) 
411   South   Hall.   Elsewhere 
Theatre Production. By Percy 
Mtwa, Mbongeni Ngema and 
Barney Simon. A fast-paced, 
witty exploration of politics 
oppression, faith and human 
potential, this two-person show 
tells of Jesus Christ's second 
coming, occurring in South 
Africa under apartheid 
where tickets are $3 each and are 
sold at the door on a firsH 
first-served b 
Movie Series (9 - 11:30 p.m.) 
Olscamp   11^.  Sponsors: 
the Black Student Union. 
lOdav s weather WEBSITE OF THE DAY 
Today Friday www.hotwired.com/animation 
Showers Cloudy 
HIGH: 54 LOW: 44 HIGH: 43 LOW: 39 
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Applications for Spring '99 
BG News Editor are now being 
accepted. Application forms 
may be picked up at 
204 West Hall. 
Deadline to apply is 5 p.m. 
Tuesday, November 24,1998 
t 
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Editor-in-Chief, 
The  BG News 
Darla Warnock 
372-6966 
Eye on State receives $9-9 billion 
news 
compiled from staff and wire reports 
PRICESl 
Thanksgiving gas prices down, slightly 
COLUMBUS, (AP) — Gas prices before the Thanksgiving holiday- 
weekend are the lowest Ohio has seen in a decade, Ihe American 
Automobile Association Ohio Auto Club said. 
The average price for a gallon of self-serve regular unleaded gaso- 
line in Ohio fell less than a penny in the past two months, AAA said 
Tuesday. The average price is $1,011, compared to $1,018 just before 
Labor Day. 
It is the lowest gas prices have been before Thanksgiving since 
1989, when motorists paid an average of $0,973 for a gallon of self- 
serve regular unleaded gasoline. AAA spokeswoman Janet Riltcr 
said. 
The price last year before Thanksgiving was $1.145, she said. 
The national average price for a gallon of self-serve regular 
unleaded gasoline is $1.055, the lowest monthly average since March 
1992, AAA said. 
RESEARCH 1 
Breast cancer stamp raises $3.6 million for 
research 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The special postage stamp designed to 
raise money for breast cancer research has produced $3.6 million so 
far, the Postal Service announced Wednesday. 
Some 45 million of the stamps have been sold in just over three 
months, the agency said, producing 8 cents per stamp for research 
use. The stamps cost 40 cents each and are valid for the 32-cent first- 
class postage rale. 
As directed by Congress, 70 percent of the research Funds raised 
"by the stamp will go to the National Institutes ol I lealth and 30 per- 
cent to the Defense Department's medical research program It strong 
sales continue, the agency probably will reprint Ihe Breast Cancel 
'Research stamp after the first ot the year, Postmaster General William 
Henderson said. 
Such so-called semipostals are common in some countries, but this 
is Ihe first such stamp produced in the United States. Proposals have 
..already been introduced in Congress to require a second sernipostal 
that would raise lunds for research into prostate cancer. 
Li The settlement will 
help Ohio reduce chil- 
dren's smoking. 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS, — Ohio will 
join a proposed national settle- 
ment with Ihe tobacco industry 
thai oilers the state $9.9 billion 
over the next 25 years, the attor- 
ney general said Wednesday. 
The deal is Ihe fourth largest 
amount from the industry in the 
country, behind California, New 
York and Pennsylvania, Attor- 
ney General Betty Montgomery 
said. 
The announcement means the 
stale will drop its lawsuit against 
Ihe tobacco industry to recover 
the costs of treating sick smok- 
ers, estimated at hundreds of 
millions of dollars. A trial was 
scheduled in January of 2000. 
"Clearly this is Ihe right thing 
to do for Ihe people of Ohio, who 
will benefit from this agreement 
for decades," Montgomery said. 
Although the settlement 
won't end smoking in Ohio, it 
provides "realistic, workable 
Steps to Stop the addiction of our 
children,'' she said. 
Much of what is in the settle- 
ment    could    not    have    been 
achieved  through a successful 
lawsuit, she said. 
Montgomery said discussions 
about what to do with the money 
should not slart in earnest until 
the settlement is finalized, which 
could lake weeks. 
A coalition ol 29 health, par- 
ent and leachcr organizations 
said Wednesday it will propose 






is currently hiring. 
Ask about our $800 Bonus or 
$2000 Tuition Reimbursement (midnight shift) 
$8.50 - 9.50 per hour 
Work Monday thru Friday 20 - 25 hrs per week 
Call  419-891 -6820   for more information. 
EOE M/F 
Associated Pies* Photo 
Attorney General Betty Montgomery unveils a billboard-type message that will be used as part 
of the tobacco settlement announced at a news conference, at the Rhodes Tower, in Colum- 
bus, Ohio, on Wednesday. Ohio could gain more than $9.8 billion over the next 25 years. 
health care to  uninsured  chil- The  deal  does  not  give  Ihe loundation whose board would 
decide how to distribute some of 
Ihe money for prevention pro- 
grams. 
The foundation board would 
be made up of health organiza- 
tions, legislators and advisor] 
groups 
Mary Yost, a spokeswoman 
for the oiuo Hospital Associa 
tion, said her organization also 
wants some ol the money to be 
spent to help people who are sick 
from smoking. 
Bob Tall, who takes over as 
governor in [anuary, has said he 
hopes to spend some of the 
money on cancer prevention, 
school buildings and expanding 
d ren 
House Speaker Jo Ann David- 
son said some of the money 
should be spent on smoking pre- 
vention. 
Typical Ohioans would notice 
Ihe settlement's effects most by 
what they would no longer see 
— outdoor advertising for tobac- 
co, unlimited brand name spon- 
sorships and cartoon characters 
such as Joe Camel who pitch 
tobacco. 
Ohioans could see more pre- 
vention programs in their com- 
munities and schools, as well as 
more advertising againsl smok- 
ing. 
lederal government authority to 
regulate tobacco It alsodoes not 
protect the industry against 
future lawsuits. 
Ohio was among 12 slates that 
have until midday Friday to 
decide whether to sign the S206 
billion national settlement. 
( Igarette makers have said 
the) nerd a "sufficient" number 
of stales for Ihe deal to proceed 
but wouldn't say how many. 
Want to work for The BG News next semes- 
ter? Applications are available in 210 West Hall. 
We Care About 
The Water You Drink 
• Just 25c a Gallon 
• Chemical & Sodium Free 
• Natural Hydration 
• Serviced & Sanitized Daily 
• Open 24 Hours 
•Tested By the Stale 
•Self Serve-BY0B 
•NAM A Approved 
(Look For Tht Walrrmillt) 
2 Convenient BG Locations 
South: 989 S. Main North: 1058 N. Main 
inrti H Patho tin fnmiijTCBY. BG' 
1 Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 
DID YOU KNOW? 
The current wave of 
extinctions resulting 
from human activity is 
eliminating an estimated 
27,000 species each 
year, making it the sixth 
great mass extinction in 
the Earth's history1 
Sponsored by the Center (or 
Environmental Programs and youH| 
Campus Recycling Program 
1NOM and Cooperrider. 1994 Sayjfjq| 
Nature's Legacy.  
AMERICA READS - BG 
Now Hiring for Spring Semester! 
Tutors are needed to help teach children how to read. 
Flexible scheduling - you choose your hours. 
Hiring ends January 18,1999 
Must be Federal Work Study eligible. 
Come in to the office to sign up. We're located in office #531 in the 
     Education building. Phone: 372-2331 
1 i 
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Iraqi opposition leader received at State Department 
3 The United States is 
showing support for 
Ahmed Chalabi. 
 The Associated Press  
WASHINGTON    —   The   Clinton 
administration gave visible support to a 
prominent Iraqi opposition leader 
Wednesday, announcing he had met 
with a high-level State Department offi- 
cial. 
The meeting between Ahmed Chal- 
abi, who heads the Iraqi National Con- 
gress, and Assistant Secretary of Stale 
Martin Indyk was held "in the context of 
the president's statement that we will 
support the opposition," Andrew Slein- 
feld, a State Department spokesman 
said. "We are looking forward to a day 
when someone else governs Iraq." 
The Iraqi National Congress is an 
umbrella group in London that seeks to 
unite numerous groups opposed to 
President Saddam Hussein. 
At one time, it succeeded in bringing 
together Shiite Muslim groups, former 
ruling party officials and Kurdish guer- 
rillas who sought autonomy in northern 
Iraq. 
But the broad coalition crumbled over 
the years, hampered by internal divi- 
sions, a lack of resources and what the 
group saw as wavering U.S. support. 
President Clinton, in calling off a U.S. 
military attack on  Iraq  last  weekend, 
declared the administration would back 
opposition groups. Secretary of State 
Madeleine Albright had made a similar 
statement last week. 
Chalabi said on ABC that supporting 
political opponents of Saddam is morn 
effective than the bombing campaign, 
and it gets right to the heart of the prob- 
lem. Saddam is the problem. He cannot 
be part of the solution." 
SMOKE 
BG Newt Photo/SCOTT FAUBER 
Eric Frel, junior secondary education major, lights his last cigarette before kicking the habit for 
the National Smoke-Out. 
Continued from page one. 
years you smoke, Kaplan said. 
"So if you have smoked for 50 
years, you have taken ten years 
off of your life by doing it," 
Kaplan said. 
Kaplan also believes that a 
person will not stop smoking 
unless they absolutely want to. 
"The biggest reason that quit- 
ting is tough is because it is a 
major lifestyle change," Kaplan 
said. "When you quit smoking, 
you lose a piece of your self 
image. It would be like always 
wearing sweats to class and then 
deciding you are going to wear 
leisure suits." 
According to Kaplan, smokers 
need to identify what it was that 
got them started in the first 
place. 
"They need to figure out what 
advertisement it was that got 
them started, or who they were 
trying to model," he said. 
For example, many people 
have crticized advertisement 
campaignes such as Joe Camel as 
being an influential factor in a 
persons decision to start smok- 
ing. As for withdrawal, Kaplan 
said it is no worse than a cold. 
"Everyone can quit if they 
want to." 
Miami president meets 
with black students 
□ After a racial protest 
last week, President 
James Garland sched- 
uled a meeting to dis- 
cuss racial progess. 
The Associated Press 
OXFORD, Ohio — Black stu- 
dents who blocked traffic on 
campus streets last week to 
protest what they say is Miami 
University's tolerance of a racist 
climate prepared to meet 
Wednesday evening with the 
_school's president. 
President James Garland 
planned a public meeting at the 
campus student center with 
about 50 black students led by 
Nathaniel Snow of Cincinnati, 
president of the Black Student 
Action Association. Garland and 
Snow arranged the group dis- 
cussion when they met a week 
earlier to talk about the Oct. 30 
discovery of racist messages left 
inside the university's Center for 
Black Culture and Learning. 
Garland also planned to lead 
a rally of students and faculty 
afterwards, outside the Shriver 
Center. 
Black students have com- 
plained that the administration 
doesn't seem to hear their con- 
cerns and isn't doing enough to 
counter racial tensions. 
Garland said in a statement 
issued prior to Wednesday's 
rneeting that he wants to assure 
black students at the predomi- 
nantly white school that Miami 
is aware of their concerns. The 
administration says it has had 
success in recent years with an 
ongoing program to attract more 
minority students. 
"I hope this conversation will 
provide an opportunity to 
demonstrate that Miami is a 
united community, and that we 
will not let the despicable acts of 
a few divide us," Garland said. 
On Nov. 11, about 30 students 
blocked traffic at a main inter- 
section leading to the southwest 
Ohio campus. Seven men were 
arrested and cited to court on 
misdemeanor charges of disor- 
derly conduct. 
WATER ART 
Continued from page one. 
Director of Utilities. "The 
Maumee River valley has a high 
percentage of agricultural use. 
Our primary situations are relat- 
ed to agriculture, and that's not 
[surprising." 
Atrazine. a widely used corn 
herbicide, and nitrates, products 
of fertilizer run-off, are common 
agricultural   pollutants.   While 
.Bowling Greens nitrate levels 
are below the federal standard, 
atrazine percentage is high, 
according to Stockburger. 
Atrazine, according to the 
EWG/CA report, causes cancer 
in female rats and disrupts hor- 
mones. The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency classifies 
Atrazine as a possible human 
carcinogen. 
"Atrazine is a 40-year-old 
chemical developed when Elvis 
was going off to war. Since then 
we've developed safer alterna- 
tives," saysOgdahl, who calls for 
a ban on the herbicide. "Atrazine 
has already been banned by six 
countries in Europe, including 
Germany," Ogdahl said. 
According to Jim Rickenberg, 
Wood   County   Water  Quality 
Coordinator for the National 
Resource Conservation Service, 
in Wood County, the number one 
corn-producing county in Ohio, 
atrazine use "exceeds the use of 
other herbicides by leaps and 
bounds." 
Rickenberg said area farmers 
rely on the cheap and effective 
herbicide to remain globally 
competitive. 
"The biggest reason why 
atrazine is a factor is because of 
iis effectiveness in price," he 
said. "It's a good product for 
what it's intended for." 
Rickenberg said that atrazine 
has not been proven to be harm- 
iul in drinking water. 
"It's like aspirin," he said. "If 
you take enough, anything can 
kill you." 
For cleaner water, Bowling 
Green will break ground next 
spring on a carbon filtration sys- 
tem that will cost taxpayers an 
estimated S3 million The city is 
joining efforts to certify a class 
action lawsuit against Novartis, 
a major Atrazine manufacturer, 
to help pay for the new system, 
according to Stockberger. 
Ogdahl said Novartis should 
be responsible for the removal of 
a chemical that makes billions of 
dollars for the company. 
"Everyone benefits from the 
cheap corn this chemical sup- 
plies, but a few small towns have 
to pay for it," said Stockburger. 
Gary Silverman, professor of 
environmental health at the Uni- 
versity, says that public involve- 
ment, not regulation, led to 
Bowling Green's new filtration 
system. He says the town is buy- 
ing a system that,will also make 
the water smell and taste better. 
Despite the bad reputation, 
Silverman said Bowling Green 
water always meets require- 
ments. 
"People can protect them- 
selves to greater levels if they 
want," Silverman said. "One 
way is to get the EPA to raise 
standards, another is to buy a 
Brita (water filter)." 
By October 1999, for the first 
time, water suppliers will be 
required to send a summary of 
water quality to each consumer, 
part of a 1996 Amendment to the 
Safe Water Drinking Act. 
Ogdahl warns that the sum- 
mary will not require disclosure 
of certain contaminants, like 
THMs (trihalomethanes), if there 
is no violation of certain stan- 
dards. THMs are formed in 
water when chlorine, used to rid 
water of organisms, combines 
with organic material such as 
decomposed leaves. 
A 1998 study cited in "Full 
Disclosure" found THMs may 
cause pregnant women to mis- 
carry from drinking water with 
THM levels the EPA considers 
safe. 
"People should know every- 
thing that's in their water," 
Ogdahl said. 
Currently, the EPA offers a 
chance to check up on local 
water suppliers on the Office of 
Ground Water and Drinking 
Water's web site. For Bowling 
Green, the service returns a page 
that says "No violations found" 
and also, "EPA is aware of inade- 
quacies in the Safe Drinking 
Water Information System." 
"I would say the more infor- 
mation the better," Silverman 
said. 
Continued from page one. 
To inform community mem- 
bers about which businesses are 
featuring artists, brochures will 
be available at each site, Kil- 
patrick said. She also said prizes 
will be drawn for anyone who 
has visited at least seven of the 
businesses and obtained the 
business' stamp on their 
brochure. 
Prizes include gift certificates 
to area stores. 
Calico Sage and Thyme, 115 
Clay St., is one of the area mer- 
chants participating in the event 
and according to Barbara 
Rothrock, this is her third year 
with the exhibition. 
"I enjoy special events that 
promote Bowling Green and 
(this event) lies into the Black 
Swamp idea of featuring local 
artists in different media," she 
said. "It promotes the downtown 
area, the artists and helps the 
businesses." 
Steven Noblet, a stained glass 
artist, will be featured at the 
store, Rothrock said. 
In addition, Cosmo's Coffee- 
house, 126 E. Wooster, will par- 
ticipate in the event and accord- 
ing to George Loper, owner of 
the business, he is a strong sup- 
porter of the arts and felt his 
business could provide a forum 
for an artist. Clayton Peterson, 
oil painting artist, will be fea- 
tured at the coffeehouse, he said. 
"Clayton is a gifted artist with 
a tremendous talent," he said. 
The event is Friday from 6-9 
p.m., and Saturday and Sunday 
from noon-5 p.m. For more infor- 
mation contact the DBA at 354- 
4332. 


















•Open Tuesday - Saturday 
•Available for Private Parties; 
Monday - Saturday, except Thursday 7-9pm 
/PBCIAI; 
TUESDAY:     Swing Dancing 
Lessons Available from 9:30 - 10:30 
WEDNESDAY:     Karaoke with Rich Michaels FROM 10-2 
THURSDAY:     DIMERS 7-9; Dollar Pitchers ALL NIGHT 
"KAMIKAZES: WHERE THE WEEKEND STARTS ON WEDNESDAY" 
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Drifter confesses to slaying 9-year-old boy 
Associated Press Photo 
Brandon Wilson, center, is restrained by marshals as he is instructed by his attorney, Curt Owen, right, to keep quiet after Wilson 
blurted out that he had killed 9-year-old Matthew Louis Cecchi, during his arraignment Wednesday, in Vista, Calif. Matthew was 
killed Saturday night inside a restroom at Oceanside Harbor, about 40 miles north of San Diego, while his aunt waited for him out- 
side the door. 
□ A man confesses to 
the slashing death of a 
9-year-old boy in a 
beach restroom. 
The Associated Press 
VISTA, Calif. — A young man 
stunned a packed courtroom 
when he confessed Wednesday 
to the slashing to death of a 9- 
vcir-old boy in a public 
restroom. 
"I'm guilty. I did it. I did il. I 
killed him. I killed the little boy," 
said Brandon Wilson, 20, a drifter 
from Wisconsin. 
Matthew Cecchi, 9, of 
Oroville, was killed Saturday 
night inside a restroom at Ocean- 
side Harbor, about 40 miles north 
of San Diego, while his aunl 
waited for him outside the door. 
His neck was slashed. 
At Wilson's arraignment 
Wednesday, prosecutor David 
Rubin said Wilson confessed lo 
police that his intent was "to go 
on killing until he was slopped." 
That's when Wilson blurted 
out matter-of-factly thai he had 
killed the boy, starring intenlly 
for a moment at the bank of pho- 
tographers lining one wall of the 
courtroom. 
Public defender Curt Owen, 
who had already entered an 
innocent plea for Wilson, tried to 
quiet him, but Wilson wouldn't 
listen. 
"I want lo speak for myself," 
Wilson said. 
Owen asked thai Judge Timo- 
thy Casserly remove Wilson from 
the courtroom, but Casserly 
refused. When the judge set .i 
preliminary hearing for Dec. IX, 
Wilson repeatedly demanded an 
earlier date. 
The judge lold him a month's 
wait was necessary because the 
crime was serious, attorneys 
needed ample time lo prepare 
Ihe case and because Wilson was 
"in a lot of trouble." 
Wilson was charged with mur- 
der with a special circumstance 
of lying in wait and using a knife, 
which qualifies Wilson for Ihe 
death penalty, if he is convicted. 
lie will remain jailed without 
bond, kept in an isolation cell to 
protect him from other prisoners, 
until his preliminary hearing. 
Police said Wilson first con- 
fessed to the killing when he was 
arrested Monday for stabbing a 
woman during a purse-snalching 
attempt. 
Wilson has a criminal record 
in his hometown of St. Croix 
Falls, Wis., just outside Min- 
neapolis. 
Police said Wilson also spent 
time in New Mexico, Oregon, 
Washington, Utah, Texas, 
Arkansas and Colorado over the 
last two years, traveling mainly 
by bus. 
Livingston elected Speaker, pledges tax cuts 
CJ Rep. Bob Livingston 
was "handed the 
gavel" and is ready to 
take control of the 
House. 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Rep. Bob 
Livingston collected unanimous 
Republican backing Wednesday 
lo become House speaker and 
quickly pledged action in the 
new Congress to cut taxes and 
preserve Social Security. J.C. 
Watts, the only black among 223 
GOP lawmakers, won a leader- 
ship post, too. 
"There are some who insist 
the Republican era is over," Liv- 
ingston, R-La., told fellow GOP 
lawmakers still reeling from the 
loss of seats in this month's elec- 
tions. "But that's like saying the 
American dream is over. It isn't 
true, and they know it." 
He pledged cooperation with 
the Democrats, then added, "We 
will do so to advance Republican 
principles" of less government 
Livingston, 55, a pragmatic 
conservative and chairman of 
the Appropriations Committee 
with a history of working with 
Democrats, was nominated 
without opposition to succeed 
Newt Gingrich as speaker. Gin- 
grich bade farewell to the Repub- 
licans whom he led to power 
four years ago, handed a gavel to 
Livingston to signal the shift in 
power, then left Washington 
with his wife for a Florida vaca- 
tion. 
"Bob Livingston is totally in 
control right now," Rep. Gerald 
Solomon, R-N.Y. declared in Ihe 
corridor outside the meeting 
room, even though Livingston's 
formal ascension won't occur 
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Livingston's victory was 
sealed nearly two weeks ago 
when Gingrich stunned Republi- 
cans with a decision to step 
down. The Louisianan had 
already begun campaigning for 
voles, and he quickly cleared the 
field of opponents. 
Bui there were lively races for 
other leadership posls as Repub- 
licans sought to retool for the 
congressional session over the 
next two years, and the elections 
in 2000. 
Majority Leader Dick Armey 
of Texas was re-elected, but 
needed three ballots before van- 
quishing Reps. Steve Largent of 
Oklahoma, Jennifer Dunn of 
Washington and J. Dennis 
Hastert of Illinois, the chief 
deputy whip whose name was 
offered by other lawmakers in a 
draft effort. Armey's margin of 
victory was 127-95 over Largent 
on the final ballot, after the low 
vote recipient dropped off fol- 
lowing previous rounds. 
Rep. Tom DeLay, the GOP 
whip, was re-elected wilhoul 
opposition. 
Watts' victory as new chair- 
man o( the GOP conference, or 
caucus, came .11 the expense of 
(tttio Rep. John Boehner, who 
was seeking his third term. 
Watts, a telegenic former Univer- 
sity of Oklahoma football star, 
triumphed, 121-93, a victory 
made sweeter because it fell on 
Ins 41 si birthday. Whatever his 
formal leadership duties, Watts 
is likely lo become a familiar face 
on television and belore Republi- 
can audiences around the coun- 
try as Ihe party seeks to broaden 
its appeal. 
"I think it's good for the 
Republican Party for America lo 
know that the Republican Party 
— that we're a party of men and 
women, and red, yellow, brown, 
black and white Americans," he 
lold reporters. "I think we want 
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to say to everybody that you're 
Ome in Ihe Republican 
Party." 
Rep. John Linder of Georgia, 
whom Gingrich had lapped to 
head Ihe campaign committee, 
was also swept from office by 
Republicans seeking a change in 
leadership. Rep. Tom Davis of 
Virginia toppled him, with a 
strong assist from DeLay. Haslerl 
retained his leadership post. 
"People were ready for a 
change," said Rep. Matt Salmon 
of Arizona after Watts' victory. 
They got it, loo, beginning at 
the top, where Livingston has 
pledged a more businesslike, less 
revolutionary political style than 
Gingrich practiced. 
In departing, Gingrich — who 
frequently struggled to hold a 
fractious rank-and-file together 
— said Livingston's success will 
"depend in large measure on 
whether the people in the room 
stand united," according to one 
Republican who heard his 
remarks, Ray LaHood of Illinois. 
Livingston praised Gingrich, 
too. "Newt seized greatness," he 
said. "History will speak his 
name." 
He made no mention of social 
issues such as abortion that fre- 
quently divide Republicans and 
polarize the electorate. Nor did 
he touch on the impeachment 
inquiry pending in the Judiciary 
Committee, although others 
have said he wants the issue con- 
cluded before he takes office in 
January. 
At the same time, he showed 
his partisan side. 
"We will preserve the Social 
Security trust fund from the 
raids begun by Lyndon Johnson 
and the Democrat Congresses," 
Livingston said. "And our prior- 
ity must be to balance the budget 
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Same-sex marriages not harmful to children 
□ Vermont Supreme 
Court ruled that in 
oder to "protect chil- 
dren" same-sex mar- 
riages should be 
allowed. 
The Associated Press 
MONTPELIER, Vl. - Ver- 
nuinl's contention that limiting 
marriage to heterosexual couples 
is good (or procreation and 
child-rearing is discriminatory 
and unconstitutional, a lawyer 
for three gay couples told the 
state Supreme Court on Wednes- 
day. 
In a case considered by gay 
advocates as the best hope for 
same-sex marriage, Beth Robin- 
son argued that Vermont's 28- 
year-old ban doesn't serve to 
protect children. 
"If the state's concern is about 
protecting children, then that 
would be protected by allowing 
these couples to marry," she said, 
noting that two of the three cou- 
ples have adopted children. 
State lawyers urged the court 
to turn down the couples' 
request to overturn the prohibi- 
tion. In legal briefs and argu- 
ments to the court, they said 
marriage historically has been 
defined as a union between a 
man and a woman because 
same-sex couples can't biologi- 
cally bear children. 
"To say (otherwise) would be 
to say there's absolutely no con- 
nection between marriage and 
procreation," said Assistant 
Attorney General Eve Jacobs- 
Carnahan. "It's a unique social 
institution based on the sexual 
Associated Press Photo' 
The Vermont Supreme Court listens to arguments on a challenge to the state's marriage laws at the Vermont Supreme Court In Montpelier, Vt., Wednesday. From 
left. Justice Denlse Johnson, Justice John Dooley. Chief Justice Jeff Amestoy and Justice James Morse. 
communion of a man and a 
woman." 
Vermont is the only state with 
a Supreme Court considering the 
question of gay marriages. In this 
month's elections, voters in 
Hawaii and Alaska essentially 
overturned court rulings that 
were moving toward legalizing 
such unions. 
Robinson said refusing to 
allow same-gender couples to 
marry was as discriminatory as 
bans on interracial marriage, first 
overturned by the California 
Supreme Court in 1948 
"The parallels between that 
case and this case are striking," 
she said. 
In 1948, proponents of Califor- 
nia's interracial ban used many 
of the same arguments as gay 
marriage opponents today, such 
as the promotion of procreation, 
she said. 
But Assistant Attorney Gener- 
al Timothy Tomasi said both men 
and women are given the right to 
marry, and a court redefining it 
would cut into the rights of the 
Legislature. 
"There's no benefit given to 
males that isn't given to 
females," he said. 
The lawsuit challenges a 1975 
ruling by (he state's attorney 
general advising town clerks that 
Vermont law defined civil mar- 
riage as a union between a "bride 
and a groom," in effect prohibit- 
iii); same sex couples from mar- 
rying. 
Ten groups, including a coali- 
tion of other states, wrote briefs 
supporting Attorney General 
William Sorrell's definition. 
Seven other groups have (iled 
arguments   that   contend   Ver- 
mont's Constitution guarantees 
gays the same rights lo marriage 
as heterosexuals. 
Hordes of people showed to 
watch the arguments. Folding 
chairs were set up and the court, 
for the first time ever, required 
tickets to get in the building. 
They were snatched up the 
moment doors opened, hours 
before the scheduled arguments. 
In most cases before the high 
court, lawyers get either 15 or 30 
minutes to present their argu- 
ments. Lawyers in this case were 
given a full hour. 
From the point of view of the' 
three couples, who found them- 
selves at the center of a national 
debate and sat in a front row, the 
arguments couldn't come soon 
enough. 
"Twenty-five years ago, when 
we met and fell in love, marriage 
was not something any of us that 
were same-gender couples 
thqught about," said Holly Put- 
erbaugh of Milton, one of the 
plaintiffs. "It just was not in the 
conversation, it was not in the 
thinking." 
POLICE BLOTTER 
Today's city police blotter includes items from the Monday, Tuesday 
and Wednesday. 
POLICY for the police blotter: The News will run, without exception, all 
citations issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from resi- 
dents or students concerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any 
questions, please call the editor at 372-6966. 
On N Main .»nd W Merry Si. Philip F 
Mini*, of Toledo, WAS cited (or having un no 
seat kit Monda) 
In the 1600 block ol E Wooster St. Randy 
W Hull, of Tennessee, was cited lor right of 
way in a private drive. Monda) 
On E WoosierSl. Ri.-nrd L Butterlield III. 
.>! Michigan, wAscil-d lor speed. MOM ' 
On Manville and Napjleon Ave, Brian S 
Szudlo, ol Macedonia, was cited (or no seat 
Mt. Monday 
On Manvillc and Filth St, Chris A 
Williamson was cited (or speed, Monday 
On  Fraree Ave   and  N.  Enterpn 
Allyson S   Dasher was cited (or no scat bHt, 
Monday 
In the 1000 block of Fairview Ave. a man 
reported he was assaulted. Monday 
In the 300 block ol Sunnse St. a woman 
reported she was harassed by another woman, 
Monday 
On E* Wooster and Baldwin St. a man 
reported that two men driving a van wen? 
attempting lo sell speakers and stereo e»|iii[> 
mm i. Monday 
In the 100 block of S Church Si, Betty I 
Tornsz. of Pemyburg, was cited for improper 
lane change. Monday 
In the 300 block of S   Main St, a man 
reported three MWf were taken Irom hi-. tnidc, 
Monday 
In  the  1400 Mocfc of Oough St .  .1  man 
reported that his ex-girlfriend Mole hi-- liquor 
from his apartment  Monday 
In the ISO0 block of dough St. ■ woman 
reported being threatened by a man at I bat- 
ketball game* Monday 
In   the  300  block   ol   Napoleon   Avfl     ■ 
woman reported too much noise nearl 1 
day 
On I'ike and N f nHiprtea St, Kenneth J 
Asberry. ol Cleveland, was died (or hav ing an 
e»pired operator's license. Tuesday 
On Manville and Fi(th St, Stephanie M 
Udell, ol Ketlcnng. was cited (or jptedj lm- 
day 
In the 400 block ol S Main St . Karen M 
Roddy was cited lor speed. Tuesd.n 
On Van Camp and N Main St . Mark A 
Abrdl, ol Tennessee, am cited lor driving 
under sutpensmn. Tur- 
in the IbOO block of E Wooster St, John I 
MOfnffU and Waller T Comeau. o( New 
Brunswick, were arrested (or forgery, Tuesday 
On W roc and Femdale St, Leonard D 
Keller II. ol IbMOajNty was cited for driving 
iimlir suspension and for no •*-• bell, Tuesday 
On Pearl and Buttonwood St. Martha B 
Musser, of Portage, was cited  for failure lo 
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weld rfghl ''t waj from .' itop ilgn, llieada) 
In  the 1000 block ol S   Mam St.  a man 
reported hi-, vehk fbetda) 
In the 1000 block ol faimew Ave. a 
woman reported a woman took her furniture 
anil wad ii t" other people, Hiredi) 
In the 700 hi.    ■ .    M    a woman 
reported receiving hanaafng phonecallson her 
cell phone. Tuesda) 
In the 1600 block ol ! WbOStef St . I 
woman reported two inlod.ited people came 
into Ihe | ■
On 1-75, Paul K Barber was died far failure 
to maintain reasonable COntroL luesdav 
In the 900 block ol \ GioveSl   Frank W 
Da;   was i iled  lor right ol war)   in   i 
drive, Tuesday 
On r Moosttr st and 1-75, Robert H 
Andanon,"' Ptnysbuig, was dual lor a traffic 
accident. Tuesday 
In the 400 HOC* Of S Mam M . John W 
Blifiht was cited lor not having on a seat belt. 
Tuesda) 
On Clough and Hoi ley Si . Thoma- R 
dan. of Bradner, was died lor failure to main- 
nabie control Tuesda) 
A man has been sleeping in the breezewav 
of i local bank m the 100 Mock of S. Mam st. 
luesdai 
On ManviUe and smh si. Matthew W 
Vaccaro, ol Sandusky, was died far ipeed. 
In ihe 1100 bio. I ol N Men Si Elisabeth 
i Md aughlln Iled fbf s traffic 
at idem. Tuesda) 
On Napoleon Ave and Manville SI, Timo- 
trn M Runkan, of Fosloria was dHd for speed 
and not having on s seal belt Tuesda) 
On s i ollege and Six* 
of Fremont was cited (or not having on 
a scat belt. Tin- 
On S \t.nn st .in,! hlapoleon Ave . Homer 
\ i\  «.i- cited i-'i   < Slop liylhl violation. Tut** 
daj 
On  Napoleon Ave   and S   C oik : 
Iitlim    \    I DOk,  Of  Rra.lner.  was  eJlcd  for 
speed. 1u 
A woman reported, in Ihe 800 block of Sec- 
ond St. mat a tree Jell on top of her t 
luesda) 
An ambulance was requested, in the 400 
block of F WbOStef St. for a man who mi hi- 
head. It* 
On S Main and W Colony I ana, Jellrev 1 
Osbom. of Genoa, was cited lor driving under 
Mspensi 
On E  WfoOStcr and S College Si. Richard 
fennings WSJ died lor a traffic accident, rut-. 
dai 
A m.in was advised lo keep the music 
down, in the 400 block of F court Si, Wednes- 
day 
In the l000blockofBourgognc.sevcr.il res- 
idents reported the power was out. Wi-dnt-- 
da) 
InthelOOObUvkoiN' Main st .Sh,innml. 
Long, of Wadsworth, was cited lor having 
expired registration. Wednesday 
On F Even and \ Prospect St. an intoxi- 
cated man was riding a bicycle that was nil hi-. 
Wednesd.n 
In ihe 300 block of Colony Ln , a woman 
rsporkfd several items were taken from her 
apartment. Msdncsda) 
In Ihe 1000 block of Fairview Ave, Colleen 
[  ZabK was "ted lor speed. Wednesday 
On Campbell Hill and E Wooster Si . 
MartSS T Lilje, of Toledo. WSJ cited for speed. 
Wednesday. 
On S Dunbndge and E Wooster st ■ 
homeless nun was trsnspOfted n> ■ Tblado 
shelter, Wednesday 
A woman found a purse in some bushes, in 
the 300 block of N  Main St. Wednc-day 
In the 1000 block of Fairview Ave, Timothy 
S Fells was cited for speed. Wedni-sday 
On N Main and E Reed St, Matthew I) 
I lofher was cited for having expired Ngbtra* 
lion, Wednesday 
On Clough SI and Mercer Rd . Amy R 
l eightey, ol Sandusky,  was cited  for 
On Napoleon Ave .inj Manville St . S.u.ih 
E Creen, of McClure. was ciled for no seal belt 
operator, Wednesday 
A woman reported a tree fell and damaged 
her vehicle, in the 200 block of N   Enterprise 
st. IMrdneada) 
On Fifth and Elm St., Joseph C. Tonu-setti. 
of Smithvillc. was cited for no seal be! I 
lor. Wevlr ■ 
A woman, in the 10 block of Bowling Creen 
St, reported her ex-husband has been using 
her social security number for forgery, Wednes- 
day 
A bag of markers, construction paper arid 
■hie were found, on the railroad tracks and 
Clough st. Wednesday 
A highly intoxicated woman walked out of 
the emergency room and they need her back, in 
the 900 block oi W Wooster St. VVedne 
A bicyclist was struck by a motorist, on E 
Wooaatrand S summit St. Weds 
A woman reported her purse was stolen. |n 
the 1000 block ol Fairview Ave . Wedne 
On N Prospect and E Court St. William 
Grillot was cited for DLT, open container, and 
failing to main tain reasonable control. Wednes- 
day 
■ 
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BG holds off YSU rally 
□ The Falcons make plays 
down the stretch to win 
home opener. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
The BG News  
Fans in attendance witnessed a clas- 
sic Division I women's basketball game 
between two of the top teams in the 
Buckeye state. 
In a close game, teams tend to make 
some great plays and some not-so-great 
plays. BG happened to make more great 
plays than its opponents, especially 
down the Stretch, holding off 
Youngstown State 83-79 Wednesday. 
Both teams are 1-1 on the young season. 
"The RPI (power) ratings came out," 
BG coach Deanne Knoblauch said. "Bob 
Lindsay at Kent went ahead and did 
those. We have the toughest preseason 
schedule possible." 
Even though YSU coach Ed DiGrego- 
rio didn't believe his players were rat- 
tled by it, the run-and-press wore down 
the Penguins in the end (see related 
story). 
In the team win, veteran guard 
Jaymee Wappes and classrqate Sherry 
Kahle took the incentive to do a lot of 
the little things. Wappes had 10 assists 
to just one turnover with one steal, lead- 
ing the offense and the point guard posi- 
tion. She also led the Falcons in 
rebounding with seven caroms 
"Coach (Knoblauch) was really hon- 
est about handling the ball and handling 
their pressure and having fewer 
turnovers," Wappes said. "She made us 
focus more on getting open and them 
not getting in the way of our pressure." 
Kahle had 10 points including 4 of 4 
from the charity stripe while tun ing 
four assists and three steals. 
Down the stretch when Youngstown 
"You don't think about anything but the front of 
the rim. That's what I did. It is different (than 
being up 10) but you can't think of it as 
pressure. You just have to go up there and 
make the shot." 
Francine Miller 
guard 
State cut the lead to 75-73, Wappes came 
up huge. The Penguins were in a 2-3 
zone. Freshman Leigh Ann Dalton had 
the ball at the right wing with all five 
defenders facing her. 
Wappes roamed to the left corner. 
Dalton threw a perfect pass to Wappes 
where she canned the three before 
Youngstown could react, to give the Fal- 
cons a 78-73 lead. It played a key role as 
Youngstown scored the next five points 
to tie the game. 
"We really concentrated on pulling 
down the backside of the zone so we 
could get a skip pass and get an open 
three that way," Wappes said. "I took 
two three's before that were off the 
mark. Finally, I hit one. It came at a good 
point in the game." 
Tied at 78-all, BG's Francine Miller 
sunk two free throws after she was 
fouled, taking the ball to the hoop on a 
fastbreak attempt to give BG an 80-78 
lead. Miller has been in pressure of these 
situations before. 
"You don't think about anything bill 
the front of the rim," Miller said. "Thai's 
what I did. It is different (than being up 
10) but you can't think of it as pressure. 
You just have to go up there and make 
the shot." 
After both teams traded free throw 
attempts, YSU coach Ed DiGregorio 
called a timeout. The Penguins were 
hoping to win the game on a 3-pointer 
to take  it  to overtime. However, BG 
defenders stuck like glue to the 
Youngstown bombers, forcing (ill 
Cupples to lake a jumper from 
the left corner. But it missed and 
BG's Sherry Kahle was there for 
the rebound. The veteran junior 
forward calmly sank two free 
throws to preserve BG coach 
Deanne Knoblauch's first career 
win as well as the program's 
400lh. 
"I was thinking I needed to put 
them down because I knew they 
could come down and hit a three 
at anytime," Kahle said about the 
two free throws. "1 know I went 
to the line once before and made 
them both. I have a lot more . on 
fidence in anything especially 
with it counting." 
The   Falcons   hit    more   free 
throws (22 of 27 for .815 percent) 
than the Penguins (14 of 16 tor 
.875). Senior Jill DeFosse led the 
Falcons, hitting 8 of 10. The Fal- 
cons also had more assists (25) 
than turnovers (24) — one ol 
coach Deanne Knoblauch s (pro 
nounced Kun-KNOB-Low) goals. 
"We had a number of great  BG's Jaymee tyappes leads a Falcon fastbreak in the win against Youngstown State 
individual performances," Wednesday. The junior led the team with 10 assists and seven rebounds. 
Knoblauch        said.        "Jaymee 
(Wappes) played great. With the the  second  half  were  layup,   layup, 
two point guards, I think Jaymee's    layup." 
defense is better while Jen's (Gafford) lacki Raterman led the Falcons with 
defense is better. The first lour assists of    23 points  while  DeFosse  had   12  fol- 
BG News Photo/MATT DANN 
lowed by Kahle's 10 and Yolanda I lolls 
nine Youngstown's Missy Young led all 
scorers with 23 points. The Falcons face 
Detroit Sunday at 2 p.m. 
New coach wins 400th for team in win 
□ Falcons earn 400th 
win in battle against 
Youngstown. 
By DIANA EDELMAN 
 The BG News  
The Falcons' run and press 
saw a lot of mileage yesterday 
against Youngstown Slate in an 
83-79 win. 
The goal of the run and press 
is to tire the opponent, and it 
worked. The Penguins opened 
the first half strong, coming out 
with a ten-point lead at one 
moment. But after a few minutes, 
BG was able to come back and 
shut down Youngstown's 
offense. In a span of seven min- 
utes BG netted 13 points. 
( redit thai to the Falcons' new 
style of play. 
"1 think the run and press is a 
good type of ball for our club," 
Jaymee Wappes said. "I think we 
have surprised ourselves at how 
well we have done with it." 
The press has done a good job 
of forcing the other team to make 
turnovers and taking the time off 
the clock. 
As time ticked, the Falcons 
were able to see the benefits of 
their actions. A tired 
Youngstown started to show 
their inexperience. At the open of 
the game, it was able to put in 
the shots, and then as legs grew 
heavy, the shots began to miss 
the net. With lour guards lor the 
Penguins going in and out, the 
team began to look ragged. But 
the run and press, according to 
Youngstown's coach Ed I M( Ire- 
gorio, wasn't whv his team lost. 
"We are playing with a very 
young team without a lot ol 
game experience, IM.regorio 
said. "We didn't play smart bas- 
ketball. We were never really 
bothered by the press." 
BG coach Deanne Knoblauch 
was pleased by her team's execu- 
"1 think the run and press is a good type of 
ball for our club. I think we have surprised 




lion  of a  rather new concept, 
emphasizing the goal of >i 
"We want to get the ball out of 
the    primary    ball    handler's 
hand," Knoblauch said. "We 
want lo gel them out of their 
offensive rhythm. We want lo 
use our depth to wear down the 
other team." 
Bowling Green rookie adapts quickly using speed, hard work 
BG New* Photo/DIANA EDELMAN 
Austin de Luis celebrates earning a point at Michigan. 
J de Luis is adjusting 
to college hockey, see- 
ing more ice time and 
getting a chance to 
show his speed. 
By DIANA EDELMAN 
 The BG News  
Twenty-one-year old fresh- 
man Austin del.ins has come a 
long way since the beginning of 
the hockey season. 
de Luis began playing on the 
fourth line al the start of the sea- 
son, and has been experiencing 
life playing on the top line with 
treshman Greg Day and junior 
Craig Desjarlais more rather 
than less lately. 
While there is not technically 
a first line for the Falcons — 
three of the four lines are more 
or less interchangeable — de 
Luis is seeing what he likes. 
More ice time. More chances to 
score. More ability to show 
coach Buddy Powers what he 
has to offer the squad. 
A resident of Brockville, Ont., 
de Luis was put into hockey 
before he had a say in the mat- 
ter. His parents put him on 
skates when he was three years 
old, and the rest is history. 
de Luis, a late signee for BG, 
started playing with Da) and 
Desjarlais after being put on 
three of the four lines. First he 
skated with freshman Ryan 
Welterberg and sophomore 
Stewart Nowosad. The line typ- 
ically sees shifts about three lo 
four times a period, and is con- 
sidered the checking line of the 
squad. Saturday de Luis skated 
on the fourth, giving it a shot a 
left wing, de Luis is normally at 
the right wing. 
After skating hard on that 
line, de Luis was moved to a 
line with juniors Zach Ham and 
Adam Edinger. And after show- 
ing what he had to offer, he 
moved up even more. 
Playing on one of the top 
lines is something de Luis want- 
ed. When he decided to play for 
the Falcons he knew that after 
the poor season last year he 
would have a chance to come in 
and get a regular spot. 
"I knew there would be a 
chance for me to jump right into 
the line-up a lot higher than I 
thought," de Luis said. "(The 
record from last season) made 
me think this would be easier to 
break into the line-up." 
And, after a few games on 
the fourth line, he did. Powers 
saw his speed and decided to 
make use of it. 
"(>iie thing I love in hockey is 
speed," Powers said. "And de 
Luis has great speed. He can 
really move it down the ice 
Although    scoring-u 
may   not   be  showing,   give   il 
time — it will. 
de Luis made an impact on 
the team as soon as he got com- 
fortable playing collegiate hock- 
ey. 
"I think Austin, in the last 
couple of weeks, has gotten 
really comfortable with the pace 
of college hockey and with his 
role and what he can do on the 
ice," Powers said 
de Luis has improved since 
Stepping on the ice in mid-Sep- 
tember, something he credits to 
being on the ice everyday and 
sharpening his skills that way. 
In juniors he was a top scorer, 
finishing his last junior season 
with 87 points, putting him 
ninth in points for the league. 
Now he needs to bring that 
scoring touch to the Falcons, 
who have had trouble scoring. 
But, that will come in time. 
"It lakes time to gel used lo 
how fast the college game is," 
he said. "And time to get your 
confidence up at a level. You 
have better goaltenders, 
stronger defense, faster for- 
wards, and il is something you 
have lo gel used to (at the colle- 
giate level). You adjust." 
With the firsl part of the sea- 
son said and done, the downfall 
ol the last few weeks has been 
Ihe lack of scoring. BG has out- 
played every team they have 
faced, including beating sixth- 
ranked Northern Michigan. Bui 
the win column is nol as lull ,is 
expected. 
"Il might be due to having 
players thai are not used to 
scoring in collegiate hockey," de 
Luis said. "Our team is by far 
Ihe most underrated team in Ihe 
country right now. There is no 
possible way we will finish in 
Ihe bottom half of our confer- 
ence. Our learn is good enough. 
Bui as soon as our learn finds 
the scoring, we are going to just 
start hammering people." 
According to Powers, de Luis 
is earning his stripes on the 
team, like all newcomers need 
lo do. de Luis has been showing 
Powers what he is made of. 
"He wants me in the line-up 
because I am fast and my shot," 
de Luis said. "But I am showing 
him I am more aggressive than 
he thought I was, and I am 
showing him defensively I am 
nol a liability. I can be a good 
defensive player." 
de Luis, who has been on Ihe 
line four games, has 1 goal, and 
1 assist. 
Thursday, November 19, 1998 The BG News page 9 
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TRANSACTIONS 
compiled from "in   : 
■BASKETBALL HHH 
Malone backtracks 
on trade demand 
SALT LAKfc CITY (AP) — A 
week after Karl Malone vowed 
he would never play another 
game for the Utah Ja//, the Mail- 
man changed his mind. 
Malone, in an interview 
Wednesday with KNRS radio, 
said he had not "abandoned" 
Utah and answered "yes" when 
asked if he would like to contin- 
ue to play for the Jazz. 
"Karl Malone the person will 
not change, but the business per 
son has done a 360-degree turn," 
Malone said. 
Malone, who also had vowed 
not to talk to media from Salt 
lake City, said he still loves the 
state and "everything else 
equal" would like to stay. 
"I have always, always 
defended Utah," he said. 
But Malone again complained 
about the Salt Lake City media's 
coverage of his escapades during 
the lockout, complaining thai he 
w.is featured in Salt Lake City 
newspaper articles for "19 days 
straight." 
"I could not do anything with- 
out it being reported," he said 
Amcricjn Lraguf 
AL—Announced   Boh GAjaOn   will 
AI pmidcwl i icne Budlg on dbdpUnary ded- 
■iona next 
TORONTO B'Un )AYS—Kllmiil RHP 
Shannon withcm Pnrrhnnt t"1' con" 
KHf Lcondo Estrada tram Hagemown of the 
Nmlh Atl.inlli Leagiw, Kill' babd GlfOfl Imm 
KnoxvlUc oi the Southern Laagut, LHP John 
Bahr, f\i |oa LAwnmcc IM < ."«". r il 
(>i peter Itodfrocn i>un,>.iin of ihc isi 
Sjlionil Lngur 
M W YORK MITTS— Ann-vJ lo lorm. « ilh 
LHPDtiwlBCook on .i inn-,- w.ir contract Re 
i 'i Andy lomhcrlln and C padroGrllbl 
io minor league contracts' Named Tim rcufd 
L.mi I Imudlly and Tnvin Hiv.inl KOUtl 
PITTSBURGH   PIRATES—Acquired  OF 
Brim GUM from IhcClevetand Indiana kvLHP 
Knii.lo Kin.on 
FOOTBAI I 
Njlionjl hixilhjll l.rjgur 
NEW VOKK GlAhnv-SigMd rr. von 
DngM lo Iho |T.i. lice s,|ii.id 
Clemson releases West 
The Associated Press 
CLEMSON, S.C. — Clemson 
coach Tommy West promised he 
would never quit on his team, 
and he didn't. Instead, he was 
fired Wednesday with a 2-8 
record, the Tigers' worst in 23 
V[\]rs 
West will stay to coach Clem- 
son s year-ending rivalry Satur- 
day against South Carolina. 
"It's kind of ironic," West said 
.is he left the practice field. "I 
promised them I would never 
quit, made them say, 'Yes sir, 
we'll never quit.' I've been fired, 
but 1 haven't quit yet since I Al- 
gol another game left." 
Rose considering suit against MLB 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Pete Rose, 
angered that commissioner Bud 
Selig hasn't ruled on his request 
for reinstatement, is thinking 
about suing baseball il he's 
turned down. 
Rose, who agreed in August 
1989 to accept a lifetime ban, 
applied for reinstatement on 
Sept. 26, 1997. Baseballs career 
hits leader is ineligible for the 
I l.ill ol Fame as long as the ban is 
in lorce. 
"They made a big thing out of 
the fact that I went to one of the 
Kcils minor league games and 
talked lo the players in the club- 
house — and the Reds asked me 
lo do that," Rose said in the Jan- 
uary issue of Sport magazine. 
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Phoenix 8 2 2 Carol 1 9 0 100 
Anaheim 6 6 4 16 Sunday. Nov 2! 
Los Angeles 5 10 3 13 Arizona .11 Washington, 1 01 1 m 
Sin )osc 3 7 4 10 1 01 p m 
! ol p m 
Tuesday's Games 
Carolina 5, Montreal -1 
Green Bay a) pm 
Indianapolis .11 Buffalo, 1 01 p m 
Jacksonville .11 Pittsburgh, 1 01 p m 
Philadelphia 4. Pittsburgh 1 Philadelphia 
Seattle al Dal 
Is.   1 01   P m 
< McagoZ Nashville 1 as. 101 I'm 
Colorado 5. NY Islanders 2 Carolina at S ■ I'm 
Wednesday's Games Kan s p m 
Washington 4. Toronto 1 Neu
1 ybrk lets al lennesaN 1 15 p m 
Baltimore at Cincinnati. 4 Is 'm 
Detroit at Edmonton, late 
Oakland at Denver, 4 ispm 
\ .in. OUVCT al Phoenix, late New 11 San Francisco, 8 20 p m 
\ >   K.tngrn. al Anaheim, late Monday. Nn.   .'1 
'.ngelcsal San Jose. I.Hc Miami al \n pm 
New England may move to Hartford 
J Patriots are 
reportedly moving 
south. 
The Associated Press 
HARTFORD, Conn. -- Leg- 
islative, business and communi- 
l\ leaders met with Gov. John 
Rowland on Wednesday amid 
reports that the New England 
Patriots had agreed to move 
from Massachusetts lo Hartford. 
1 SPN and WBZ-TV and WEE1 
radio in Boston reported that an 
agreement had been reached 
between Patriots owner Robert 
Kralt and Rowland, and that it 
would be announced by Friday. 
"There is nothing .scheduled 
right now for that to happen," 
said Patriots spokesman Stace) 
lames, responding to the report 
on WISZ-TV. 
Hartford television stations 
reported that Kraft and Rowland 
were to meet Thursday. 
I sPN, citing an unidentified 
source close to Kraft, said Row- 
land had given the team owner 
until the end of business Friday 
to make a commitment to move 
the Patriots to Hartford. The 
Patriots currently play at 
Foxboro, Mass 
Any deal to move the Patriots 
must be approved by NFL own- 
ers. 
The governor said he and leg- 
islative leaders agree the process 
should not be dragged out. Earli- 
er in the day, Rowland's office 
had denied that an agreement 
M as in place. 
"If there's a good deal there 
im everybody to be made, I think 
we can do it sooner, than later," 
Rowland told WTNH-TV in 
Hartford. 
"The talks are serious, but 
they are not there yet," Hartford 
mayor Michael Peters said 
About two dozen people 
attended the meeting Wednes- 
day with Rowland, who had 
postponed a trip to the Republi- 
can     Governors'     Association 
meeting in New Orleans becau.se 
ol the negotiations. 
Peters said any deal would 
revolve around a $350 million, 
65,000-seat, open-air stadium in 
downtown Hartford, part of a 
larger proposed development 
known ai Adriaen s landing. 
Adriaen's Landing is a SI bil- 
lion development intended to 
revitalize Hartford's aging 
downtown, which still shows the 
scars ot the most recent reces- 
sion. 
Still stung by the loss of the 
National Hockey League Hart- 
ford Whalers in 1996, the Con- 
necticut capital now has fran- 
chises in the American Basketball 
League, Continental Basketball 
Association and American Hock- 
ey League. 
The Hartford Civic Center 
also holds a number of the Uni- 
\ersity of Connecticut men's and 
women's home basketball 
games. The rest are played at 
(..impel Pavilion at the campus 
in Storrs. 
The Patriots' future in Massa- 
chusetts has been at an impasse, 
with state House members refus- 
ing to offer Kraft more than $57 
million to help build a new stadi- 
um in Foxboro. 
The Massachusetts Senate has 
made Kraft an offer more to his 
liking: S72 million to help build a 
new stadium, including a S20 
million payment to Kraft for the 
stadium land, which the state 
would then lease back to Kraft. 
Massachusetts House Speaker 
Tom Finneran is opposed to that 
deal. 
Massachusetts Gov. Paul Cel- 
lucci reaffirmed his support 
Wednesday to keep the team in 
Foxboro. 
"The New England Patriots 
belong in Massachusetts," Cel- 
lucci said in a statement from the 
governor's conference in New 
Orleans. "The state Senate and I 
long ago agreed on a deal that 
we believe will keep the team in 
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An Honors Student Association Coffeehouse 
Thursday, November 19 
Honors Center 
(Located in KM'ISCIHT bd<m Ihc Sundial) 
7:47 p.m. 
Come watch students perform in this annual talent show. 
A variety of acts will be there to entertain you! 
Howard's Club H 
■Ron  lot It-tiSOaa 











402 E. Wooster St 
352-BVTT       * 
cross from Taco Bel II 
Great American Smokeout 
Thursday November 19, 1998 
raimtt it© Qimiittc? 
Come to the Wellness Connection for your FREE 
/ Quit Smoking Survival Kit 
^WELLNESS 
CONNECTION 
IK.SU Suajmi MValih Servkr 
+g*" X& 
Starts at 10:00 
Drink Specials All Night 
AOII   AOII    \<>ll   AOII   AOII  AOII   A( >l 1   AOII   AOII 
Sttpfia Omicron (Pi Congratulates 
OUTtytv Initiates: 
Martina Ambrosic Jennifer "Kpvach 
Jody "Barr Tara Launder 
Jennifer "Branlntr Sara Linz 
Jamie 'BrecAeC 'Valerie Longfield 
9(risty •Bruni Amy Mitter 
'Beth T>efay Jennifer 9dosei 
JittJaHey Devon 'Hgvotny 
"Dorothy Jausey CoCCeen Tagano 
Shannon 9(arrison Lesley Sturgeon 
Lindsay Jarratt Jennifer Vanden'Bulki 
•Katie 'Wokott 
"We Love you Ladies!! 
llo\  iio\   llo\  lin\ llo\  iio\   iio\  iio\   iii)\ 
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ilui JI HI in II II MI    .( cm iianga itnaHMRMwa jy.nii>i 
jnv imhiiJo.il .i in-up ,11 it»- f- 
ML   lutfinl   .1(1(1(1   -Hujl   KfMDlJIhMI.   ills. 
M of m> ortn 
legally |w»*cir-l M*— 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
3rd Annual Mi 4 Ms  1006 
NAACP Extravegarue. Saturday. Nov. 21 
Doors open @7:30pm. B :00pm-10 30pm 
$6.00 Both. $4.00 Pageant. $3.00 Party 
$6.00 bckeis are bursar able and will go 
oniaJeMon Nov 16-Wed Nov. tBmthe 
Union foyer at 11:00am-3:00pm & Thur. 
Nov. 19 m the Math & Science Bldg. 1st 
Floor at 11:00am 3 00pm 
Semi- Formal Alii re 
NAACPOanot. Sai.Nov 21 10:301:30am 
@ The Amam. $3.00. Music provided 
By D J. Kausion 
Hunger Banquet 
Sunday, November 22 al 5pm 
L en hart Grand Ballroom 
Th« FREE banquet demonstrates 
the unequal distnbution of food 
and resources «n the world. Students, 
Faculty, staff, and community are 
Welcome to anend ■
Sponsored by the Honors Program. 
The Office ol the Provost. University 
Dining Services, and tie Honors 
Student Association. 
Who ready ihoUFK? 
Come see "The Killing of JFK" 
on Nov. 20th at ipmm 
113 Olscamp. It's FREE* 
Sponsored by UAO 
???'s call 372-2343. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Learn guitar Jason Quick Freelance Must- 
oan/mstructor with master's degree Irom 
BGSU. For more info, contact creative arts 
program 372-8177  
Pregnant? Free pregnancy tests 
Confidential & caring 




Nonstop fits & Beach hds 
Pkg Incl: Air-Hotel Transfers 
(taxes not included) 
3* AQUAMARINA - 3NTS 
from $339 pp 
-7NTSfrom$4l9pp 
5'GRANCARIBE - 3 NTS 
$429 pp 
-7 NT Strom $626 pp 
www.cancuncharters com 
Canary Travel 4 Tour Co. Open Sunday 
113 440 77*9160/1 800 243-2433 
A»1 SPRING BREAK 
HOURS & HOURS OF FREE DRINKS' 
Eam2FREETnps4$$$$$ 
Cancun, Jamaica. Florida. 
Barbados. Bahamas 
Lowest Prices/Best Meal Plan 
1 -800-4 26- 77i0Avww.sunsplashtours com 
"Wetness Connection' 
80% of BGSU students want to quit smok- 
ing. Do you? PK* up a FREfc "I Quit Smoking" 
Survival Kit at the Wetlnes* Connection Room 
170 Health Center. Questions? Call 372 WELL 
(9355) 
'Great American Smokeout' 
Anyone who witnessed the car accident al tie 
intersection of Willard and Ridge on Monday, 
Nov. 16atSpmplscail4i»354 42B6  
AOII' AOII' AOII * AOII 
Congratulations to Knstalyn Shefveiand for be- 
ing choosen as Greek Week Financial Coor- 
tfmajort Nee Work i 
AOII * AOII * AOII * AOII 
AOII * AOII "AOH* AOII 
Congratulations to Melissa 8uxbaum for being 
choosen as Greek Week Executive Assistant 
Coordinator! Good rob' 
AOII'AOII'AOII* AOII 
Beyond BG 
Congratulations to SAC Sales Person of the 
month. Joe Victor! Cong rat utaBons to the SAC 






Desperately neod 2 graduation tickets for Dec 
Will pay $$372-5330  
EARTH FRIENDLYIood. 
Alternatives is now carrying flour, juice, nee 
and other organic and cruelty-free grocery 
items. Yes. we still have "witch stuff'-tarot, in- 
cense, crystals, herbs, oils. etc. Call 352-SEED 
(352-7333) tor info. 
Friday's and Saturday's 
at KAMIKAZE'S 
80's and 90' s dance 
INTRAMURAL ENTIRES DUE BY 3PM ON 
NOV 19 IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE FOR 
M.W TRACKS FIELD.  
PI PHI' NEW MEMBER * PI PHI 
Congratulations 10 New 
Members ol the Week. Sky 
La Ferrera and-Julie Sandwish" 
Keep up the good work1 
PI PHI • NEW MEMBER * PI PHI 
SPRING 1999 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNI- 
TIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR 
RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT 
MAJORS. APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW 
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND DUE 
NOV. 24. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD NOV 
30DEC.1. 
Spring Break Book Now and Save' 
We work through 
Top Spnng Break companies 
Don"t get ripped off 
By 800 Vs. 
Fully insured & bonded 
Campus World Travel 352- 7889 
Ask lor Deny or B it 
Thursday's at KAMIKAZE'S 
Owners Irom 7-9 pm 
Dollar pitchers an night long 
Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE'S 
Swing Is Here 
Lessons from 9:30pm-10 30pm 
DJ Patrick Keen an 
Spins swing music all night 
USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS 
College Students-All Majors 
Summer internship at Officer Candidate 
School-NO school year requirements 
Now accepting applications 
Call 1-800-892-7318 
Wednesdays at KAMIKAZE'S 
Karaoke with Rich Mchels 
from 10-2 
Who really shot JFK? 
Come see "The Killing of JFK" 
on Nov. 20th at 1 pm m 
I13ascamp. ITs FREE' 
Sponsored by UAO 
7fT% call 372-2343 
Willing to pay for graduation tickets. Comae; 
Jennifer at Ni.erHess@aol com or 867-8126 
Lv.Mess 
WANTED 
2 aubleasers needed lor spring semester. 2 
bdrm.. i 1/2 bath furn apt $520/mo Contact 
Greg or Ken at 353-2355  
2 sublease's wanted Hillsdaieapts. $i70'mo 
4243238 
4 graduation tickets needed1 Will pay money. 
Call Sara at 353 3332 
Apt. available for spring semester. 
$340/month Call 354-7010.  
Desperate Dec Grad looking for subleaser to 
share apt Reasonable rent, dose to campus. 
Jan May or Aug. Call 352-9686  
Graduation tickets needed. W..I pay Please 
contact 352-5478. 
Need (2) graduation tickets. Witling to pay 
Please call 419 382-6925  
Rdomate needed and pre'errabry serious stu- 
dent. Own room, all utilities paid 1 block (rom 
campus. $230/mo Call 352-9996  
Subleaser needed 1 BDRM. Kitchen, living 
room. Close to everything $280fnonth pljsu- 
tiimes Cat 354-4356 
Subleaser needed immediately for Spring se 
master. House on Wooster St. $250/mo Call 
Bill at 353 1299. 
Subleaser needed New apt 2nd St. $275/mo 
* utilities 353-5379  
Subleaser needed starting Jan. t 1999 Own 
rm 230$ a month Use of washer & dryer Con 
tact 353 0568.  
Subleaser needed for spring semester Will get 
own room $250/mo *elec. Call 352-3116. 
Subleaser wanted Micruwave. dishwasher. 
lots of room, close to campus Needed imme 
diately or spring sem $i50/mo. Please call 
352 6745  
Subleasers needed for spring semester $175 
month. Columbia Cts 353-2332 Own room 
available  
Wellness Connection * Wellness Connection 
Want to quit smoking? Pick up your FREE"I 
Quit Smoking" Survival Kn at the Wellness 
Connection. Room 170 Health Center Ques 
tons? 372-WELL (9355). 
Wellness Connection * Wellness Connection 
Willing to pay tor graduation tickets. Contact 
Jennifer at NiterHess@aol com or 867-6126. 
Lv.Mess. 
HELP WANTED 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars 
For info call 203-319-2802 
Attention December Graduates 
Change the World 
and 
Earn Money for Graduate School 
Or Student Loans' 
City Year, a national service program tor 17-24 
year olds, is seeking corps members tor its 
1999-2000 program's year in Columbus. Ohio 
Beginning in January, corps members serve 
full time lor 18 months, tutoring children in lit- 
eracy, running after school programs, and 
transforming neighborhoods, while earning 
$150 per week and an addbonal $6725 lor 
graduate school or student loans If you're look- 
ing for a challenging, rewarding experience. 
and a way to give back to your community, City 
Year may be for you. Applicatons are being 
accepted now. so call (614) 224-9569. ext 308 
lor interview daws. 
BLAKELY ASSISTED LIVING CFNTER CUR- 
RENTLY HAS TWO PART-TIME POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE FOR PERSONAL CARE ASSIS 
TANTS. FLEXIBLE HOURS. EXCEPTIONAL 
PAY AND BENEFIT PACKAGE WE ARE 
LOOKING FOR MATURE INDIVIDUALS 
THAT CAN WORK INDEPENDENTLY IN A 
RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT EXPERI 
ENCE WITH OLDER ADULTS PREFERRED. 
BUT NOT NECESSARY. PLEASE APPLY AT 
600 STERLING DR . N BALTIMORE. OHIO 
BETWEEN 9 00 A M AND 5 00 P M EOF 
Child care. Morning and afternoon hours avail- 
able. High school diploma required Free child 
care tor employees Call 878-4190  
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT Workers earn 
up to $2.000./monih (w/tips A benefits) 
World Travel' Land-Tour jobs up to 




Non-profit residential service agency is accpei- 
ing resumes for tie position of E xecuuve Direc- 
tor. This position reports to the Board of Direc- 
tors and is responsible for the planning, d rect 
ing. and evaluation of overall agency opera- 
tions. Requires extensive experience m organ- 
izational and program development policies 
and procedures, sound fiscal management and 
grantmanship Ability to interpret, analyze, and 
present technical data Minimum qualification 
of Masters Degree m Sooal Work, Public Ad 
ministration, or otier related discipline plus 
three (3) years responsible human services 
management. Bilingual (Spanish/English) de 
sirable Send cover letter, resume, and salary 
requirements to SEARCH COMMITTEE. Her- 
ald Newspaper. PO Box 112, 4444 W Alexis 
Toledo. OH 43623. by November 30. 1998 
Local manufacturer has immediate openings 
for dependable, hard working individuals Ap- 
ply between 8am-3pm. 20584 Long Judson 
Rd.Weston.OH  
Musician-organ or piano preferred-Sunday 
worship service Salary negotiable Can 
352 2175 
Need extra cash? 
Ohio Valley State Company needs drivers 
Seasonal, full or pt. time. II you have 
a truck you can make $200-$400 a day 
For more info contact George at 
419-361 0561 
Now hiring. $5.50 per hr. Mm 16 hrs^k Day 
A nighi shifts avail Shifts during holiday break 
are optional. Gam business & marketing exp 
Apply at 13330 Bishop Rd. 352-8115 ext 209 








November 20 - 22 
Visit all the galleries 4 enter the prize draw 
ing. Refreshments at some locations 
Friday 6 • 9 pm 
Saturday 12 - S pm 
Sunday 12-5 pm 
FALL 1999 Leasing 
Starts Mon. Nov 2 
Fall 1999 Lists Now Available 
• 808 & 81 8 N. Enterprise 
• New Frazee (451 & 4 24) Ave. Apartments 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
• Columbia Court Apartments 
• East Merry Ave. Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Mercer Manor Apart ment s 
• Fldge Manor Apartments 
• Campbell Hill Apartments 




GREENBRIAR, INC. Hours: 
224 E. Wooster Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 Sorvrday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Come in today to pick 





Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-Dme 
seasonal Oder Entry personnel lo input orders 
into our order processing system. Positions ore 
open now through December on day. everting 
and third shift, during the week and on week- 
ends. $.75 per hour shift differential on third 
snrft. Must have basic computer and typing 
skits. Positions are also open for customer 
service and clerical personnel. Attendance in- 
centives, generous employee discount, and 
professional supervision. Apply in person al 
our corporate offices Mon-Fri from 
9:00am 7:00pm SATURDAYS 10:00am lo 
2:00pm Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd.. 
Maumee. OH 43537 EOE 
Ranch. Steak A Seafood now hiring openers, 
full and part time. Apply within. 
Sales position lor Tru Green Chemlawn 
Sftmr. * commission lo sun. Full A part time. 
advice on lawn care A continuous training pro- 
vided. Serving cuslomers A previous contracts. 
Must have good driving record and be profi- 
cient in problem solving and customer service 
Come by or call, ask for Dan. 12401 Eckel Rd.. 
Perrysburg OH. 43552. (419)874-5004. 
SIET'S POWER SOURCE INC. 
N W OHIO'S *1 VITAMIN OUTLET SHOP 
NEEDS YOU!) PT. HELP WANTED 
Sylvania 419-824- 5011. Pbrg 419-872 0099 
Sub needed lor rural paper route. 11 27. 28. 
Aboul 3.5 hrs. $30. Need reliable car   Call 
3524636 
Vallet parking attendants needed 
in Cleveland A Columbus during 
Dec. Excellent wage plus tips. 
Parking Solutions 888-469-7690. 
FOR SALE 
—ACT NOW' RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR 
SPRING BREAK 19991 PACKAGES TO 
SOUTH PADRE (FREE MEALS). CANCUN. 
JAMAICA. KEYWEST. PANAMA CITY 
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6. 
800 838 e?03WWWLEISURETOURSCOM 
AAAA*1 Early Specials! Panama City1 Room 
with kitchen $1291 Includes 7 Free Parties1 
Daytona $149 New Hotspol-South Beach 
$129" Cocoa Beach $1491 spnngbreak- 
travel.com 1-800 679 6386  
AAAA*1 Early Spring Break Specials' Baha- 
mas Parry Cruise' 6 Days $279' Includes Most 
Meals' Awesome Beaches, Nightlife' Departs 
from    Florida*    spnngbreaktravel.com 
1 800-678 6386.  
AAAA-1 Early Specials' Cancun & Jamaica' 7 
nights Air A hotel From $399' Includes Free 
food, Drinks. Parties' spnngbreaktravel com 
1-800-6786386 __ 
AAAA*' Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 small 
businesses in the US recognized by the Coun- 
cil of Better Business Bureaus lor outstanding 
ethics m the marketplace' springbreak- 
travel.com 1-800 678-6386 
Full size sleeper sofa. Good condition $200 
Call 352-0298. ^^ 
Hondas $100 $500 
Polios Impounds 
Hondas. Chevys. Jeeps A Sport 
Utilities MUST SELL" 
1 800-522-2730 K4558 
Ibanez 7 string electric guitar. Mint condition 
$1200 or best offer with case Call Chad @ 
373-0242  
HEMS FOR SALE 
Sony  Mobile   ES  6  disc  changer,   $200. 
Eclipse 20 gal. tlsh lank; complete setup, 
$100. Ablratner, $50. 
Call 354-4307 
Ovation acoustic bass w/hardsheH case $400 
Ex.  cond   2-10"   Subwoofers  in  Bandpass 
Box $100 Call anytime 372 6364.    
Siamese kittens, chocolate. 3 mos, 1st shots. 
$125 665-2S52 
Specialized rockhopper mountain bike. Shi- 
manoDeoreLX 18" frame Excell cond $250 
marchal@bgnet.bgsu.edu or call 
419-874 9608 
FOR RENT 
"99-00S Y .2ndtern.Lease99" 
Houses and Apis 
Listing Avail. 3i6 E. Merry #3 
Can mail listings 
Please call 353 0325 
Find It In The 
BG News! 
"99-00 S.Y. Houses and Apartments 
Listings Available 
316 E. Merry *3 
Will mail lisOngs 
Please call 353-0325 
Pius i male needed to 
Share 2 bdrm apt 
Own room, spring semester 1999 
1 subleaser needed for one bedroom apt 
$370/mo Call Trtoa at 352 3269  
1082    Favview    Apt     '    bdrm    $350/mo 
3544400 _____ 
2 bdrm. furnished apis 
352-7454 
217 South College- i 5 blocks Irom Hanna 
Hall. 3 BR House, lenants pay al uol., sec. 
dep . $52S/mo. Available immediately 
For more Information or to sign a lease, 
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854 
Locally owned and managed. 
6 bdrm house available May 1999 12 mo 
lease. Call 287-4151. Near campus and down- 
town* ______---_--. 
Female subleaser needed for spring semester 
Cheap reni, free cable, great roomaies Rent 
negotiable. Call Carrie 373-9824  
Female subleaser needed for spnng semester 
Own room, turn .close lo campus. 353 9381 
Female subleaser needed 
• Own bdrm and bath $200/month 
354 5195 
Female sublease needed lor spring. New 
Frazee apts Your own room $i85/month plus 
uMU.es Call Natalie ai 353-9260  
Five room house available now Quiet neigh- 
DOfhood.nopets 3525822 
Houses A Duplexes for 1999-2000 school 
year, 1 to 3 person homes avail 12 month 
lease only starting in May - Sieve Smith 
352 8917 
Houses - i .2, and 3 bedroom 
furnished apts., for '99-'00 
school year 352-7454 
WE'Ri LOOKIN 
FOR A FEW 
GOOD MATES* 
AHpiomr Auaiir thrtnrd mlaurmi 
• ■■Vi rm-rj-i/i il individual* for big fun 
and full lime employment 
Ihr Oiitiiatk SteaMnwea WH "iprn toon in 
Find lay, Ohio 
ALL POSITIONS 
Apply In person. 
Mon-Fh 10-6 A Sat 10-3 
930 Interstate Dr. 
Across (rom Holiday Inn Express 
■■» it 11 Mil ■ 
M0 IlLfs. JuT7 fr'OXT" 
What's a 
busy signal ? 
We don't know! 
Our Internet dial-up 
customers don't get 
busy signals from us ! 
DACOR 
Internal 
352 3568    www.dacor net 
Larg* Z-b«dfOom duplex. 1 block from c«m- 
puiCal 354-3847. 
Malt or tomato lubtouar newtod lor Sp. M- 
maitor. 2 Nooks from campus. 2 blocks from 
bars. Own bedroom & Sieovmo. Call 
352-0384 
Need tomato subleaser for spring semester. 
Cedarwood Apis Own room 337.50/mo. 
Great location, dose to campus' AC ft private 
parking Please oal 354-8367.  
One female subleaser needed. Fox Run apis. 
on S. Merotr lor spring semester Call Jen at 
3036449  
Subleaser needed tor spring semester Own 
room *2S0Vmo. Call 373 8040. 
Remember 
the needy this 
holiday season, drop oil 
canned goods 
at local grocery 
stores!!!!!! 
Management Inc. 
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000 
Management Inc. 
Ililltdale Apt*., 'bdrm Townhouse* \ct> H><I- 
CIOUV full bstnl. 1-12 bath and car ports, 9 12- 
12 mo lease Starts ai 1900 
/(fEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Ihllsdale Apts., 2bdrm Hats, very spacious, 9 
foot ceiling, car pom. 9 I '2-12 mo leases 
Starts at $610 
Management Inc. 
Hilhdale Apts.. Large studios, high vaulted 
ceilings, unique floor plan, car ports 9 1/2-12 
mo leases Starts at 1)30 
/SfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Ilrm/Mfr Apts., I bdrmv high vaulted ceilings, 
unique floor plan 9 |.2-l2mo leases (Use to 
Camees. Starts at S3S0 
Management Inc. 
Hfimtite Aplv. 2 bdrm*. I I/2 baths. 
v.aJ.cr drvcr included 9 1/2-12 mo leases 
( low to Campus Starts M $680 
Management Inc. 
FrTiciencies A huge I bdrmi 215 E. Poe. 
Laundry on site Lots of parking LIT starts at 
$210. I bdrm starts at $140 
Management Inc. 
8.10 Fourth St   U illon House Apt. I bdrms, gas 
heat. AvC, Remodeled, Starting at $37$ 
,*lEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Stop by our office at I04J IV Mais Si 'or 




Holiday Ski Trip 
to Steamboat Springs 
%    January 2 - 1 
:ludes 6 nights 
999 
xury condos, 




For more ITTTbrmation, call Cat Cram[ 
372-7481 or stop by the SRC Main Office. 
I I * 
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BC News Photo/ MICHAEL LEHMKUHLE 
Falcon senior center Kirk Cowan literally crashes the boards during 











Men's Indoor Track 
Women's Indoor Track 
Contributing to this Tab... 
Created by (port editor Tod McCloskey 
• Editor Darla Warnock 
• Copy Chief Kim Wilfong 
• Copy editor Jackie Martin 
• Assist, (port editor G. Michael Graham 
• Sports writers: 
Nick Harm 
Pete Stella 













§g§ Bunn hits game winner 
©First half almost ends 
Falcons' hopes of win 
tfk  Falcons hang with Badgers 
@2 icer losses reminiscent of 
last year's season 
©Men's swim team looks to 
keep head above water 
®UT, OSU sink Falcons over 
weekend matches 
§81 Building around the center 
ft) The light of Dav 
Thursday 





□ The Falcons win 
their season-opener 




You could say Graham Bunn 
was excited about his lirst colic 
glate basketball game 
He hit the winning shot. 
With one second remaining. 
Bunn — a true freshman - hit a 
10-ft jumper to give Bowling Green 
a 70-68 win over Northern Iowa 
"We were trying to get the ball 
down Into the post: they did a good 
job denying us of the past," Bunn 
said. "DeMar IMooni go) tangled 
Up with the ball and he had to give 
it back to Dave (Ivsterkampl There 
waa a scramble for the ball and 
luckily I came up with It." 
That was when Bunn dribbled 
down and popped the shot. 
"I  knew the time  was going 
down, so i wanted to go to the baa 
kit to tee ii i could create any 
thing." Bunn said. "Coach said if 
they don't stop you. then pull up." 
With Just over live minutes to 
play, the Panthers led 61-58. 
Eaterkamp was fouled while ill.mi 
Ing a leaner In the lane, but was 
unable to convert on his free throw 
attempt. 
After a Len Malela rebound at 
the other end. Anthony Starry 
sank a Jumper to put BG on top. 
62-61. 
Stacey was 9-19 from the field 
and finished with a game leading 
22 points. 
"Once I got into a little rhythm 
in the second half, I really took It 
upon myself." Stacey said. "I kept 
telling our team there's no way we 
can lose and I'm not going to let us 
lose. I Just kept going strong to the 
basket." 
It was Stacey's first game dm t 
he pulled his hamstring a couple 
weeks ago. 
However, the BG forward played 
through 35 minutes of tumbles, 
falls and colllsons. 
"It was only through Stacey s 
heart and some other guys step- 
ping up that we were able to win 
this game." coach Dan Dakich 
said. 
I See BUNN, page nine. 
BG New« Photo/ MICHAEL LEHMKUHLE 
Freshman Graham Bunn shoots a free throw during one of the'Falcons exhibition games. 
First half almost ends 
Falcons' hopes of win 
□ The Bowling Green 
forwards make up a 
twelve-point deficit 
with less than half the 
game remaining. 
By DAVE TRUMAN 
The BG News  
Bowling Green almost wailed 
loo long 
The Falcons were down 12 
points with 16 minutes remain- 
ing in the game before they dis- 
covered Iheir offense and 
stormed back with a 12-0 run. 
Coach    Dan    Dakich    said 
Northern 
Iowa  did   not 
deserve       to 
lose the game. 
I Ic Ml that 
the   Panthtra 
dominated the 
game for 30 
minutes 
The     Fa I-  rjave Esterkamp 
cons        still 
Iraded by double figures four 
minutes into the second hall The 
outcome   was   in   doubt   until 
freshman Graham Bunn stroked 
a  pull-up jump shot as lime 
expired, giving IKI a 7l)-ot< victo- 
ry- 
• See FIRSTHALF, page nine. 
1998-99 Men's Basketball Schedule 
November Jan. 6   at Buffalo 
Nov. 24 DETROIT Jan. 9   at Kent 
Nov. 28               ILLINOIS- Jan. 14 AKRON 
CHICAGO Jan. 19 MARSHALL 
Jan. 23 OHIO 
December Jan. 28 at Miami 
Dec. 2   at Ohio Jan. 30 at Ball State 
Dec. B   at Eastern Michigan 
Dec. 8   OAKLAND February 
Dec. 11 Indiana Classic ft. Feb. 3   NORTHERN ILLINOIS 
G rambling Feb. 6   at Toledo 
Dec. 12 Indiana Classic TBA Feb. 10 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Dec. 19 at Wisconsin-Green Feb. 13 BUFFALO 
Bay Feb. 17 at Akron 
Dec. 21 WESTERN MICHIGAN Feb. 20 MIAMI 
Dec. 20 URRANA Feb. 24 at Marshall 
Feb. 27 MAC Tournament 
January quarterfinals TBA 
Jan. 2   TOLEDO 





November 19, 1998 
J   The Bowling Green 
women's basketball 
team loses its opener 
87-69 to the Badgers in 
Madison. 
By JASON McMAHON 
Special in The HC Sews 
MADISON, Wis. — Chalk up 
Game One in the Deanne 
Knoblauch era in the "MV" col- 
umn. As in "moral victory." 
The Bowling Green women's 
basketball team, in its 
opener under its new coach, fell 
to the University of Wisconsin, 
87-69. Sunday .u the Kohl t enter. 
Hut liter the game, Knoblauch 
was raving about the w.i\ the 
Falcons responded lo the chal- 
lenge of playing a national 
power in hostile territory. 
"I thought they were very 
tough," Knoblauch said. "I 
thought they didn't back down. 
Thev weren't intimidated and 
they competed the whole game. I 
don't know if you could ask for 
much more than that." 
The Falcons gave the Badgers, 
ranked No. 25 in the ESPN/USA 
Today coaches' poll, all they 
could handle in the first half. BG 
led for most of the first seven 
minutes, only to see Wisconsin 
rattle off a 16-2 
run. 
The Falcons 
fought      back 
with an eight- 
point      surge 
near the end of 
the first  half, 
cutting        the 
Badgers'  lead 
to three at 30- 
27. 
"I   looked  at   the  scoreboard 
and  saw  we  were down  three 
and thought, 'Wow, we can real 
ly play with these guys,'" said 
senior center Jacki Raterman. 
But   Wiscon- 
sin   scored   six 
quick        points 
before the 
buzzer, the final 
two        buckets 
coming   off   of 
lay-ups after a 
BG     turnover. 
The Badgers Denne Knob|auch 
carried a 36- 
27  lead   into 
halltime. 
The turnovers were BG's 
downfall in the first half. The Fal- 
cons committed a ghastly 17 mis- 
cues, resulting in 26 Wisconsin 
points. 
BG settled down in the second 
period, giving the ball away only 
10 times. But Wisconsin's superi- 
or depth — 10 Badgers reached 
BG New» Photo/ MICHAEL LEHMKUHLE 
lacki Raterman takes a shot during an exhibition game against the 
double digits in minutes — even- 
tually wore down the Falcons. 
"They've got tremendous 
depth," Knoblauch said. "We 
normally like to press, but our 
press wasn't quite ready yet. I 
don't know that we could have 
got this team tired." 
Wisconsin's rotation included 
five players standing 6-2 or taller. 
BG has no one over 6-1. Rater- 
man, BG's 6-foot starting center, 
routinely gave away 2-5 inches 
to whoever she matched up 
against. 
She saw the bright side to the 
beating she took. 
"It was a great game l«> pla) 
against those'girls, because I 
know we're going to late some 
big girls in the MAC (though) 
they're not as deep," Raterman 
said "It seemed like every lime 
they went to the bench, thev 
brought a bigger player in We're 
going to face that in the MAC" 
Raterman finished with a 
team-high 18 points, canning 9- 
of-13 shots from the floor. But the 
senior, one of the best free-throw 
shooters in the nation, never 
made it to the foul line. 
")acki had a real, real good 
game,"  Knoblauch  said.  "We'd 
Ohio All-Stars. 
like to gel the ball to her more." 
Sophomore Wisconsin lor 
ward La Tonya Sims, last yeai 
Big Ten Freshman ol the Year, led 
all scorers with 21 points Fresh- 
man point guard Tamara Moon' 
added 19 for the Badgers, often 
on plays worthy of their own 
separata highlight reel. 
On one second-half drive, 
Raterman cut off Moore's drive 
at the blocks, but the freshman 
made a nifty spin move and laid 
it up and in, much lo the delight 
of the crowd and the wonder- 
ment of all, especially Raterman 
1998-99 Women's Basketball Schedule 
1070 H Mun St BowH-ifl Grtao OH 43402 
Now Carrying 
Glassware, Gift Bags, 
Cigars, Home Bar 
Items, and Holiday 
Liquor Gift Sets 
Beer & Wine at State Minimum Prices 
Hours: M-W 10-7 & Th-S 10-9 
November 
Nov. 22 DETROIT 
Nov. 27 at Seton Hall (Tournament) 
Nov. 28 at Seton Hall (Tournamentl 
December 
Dec. 4 at Washington State 
Dec. 5 at Washington State 
Dec. 9 MICHIGAN 
Dec. 13 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Dec. 19 at Toledo 
Dec. 30 XAV1ER 
January 
Jan. 2 NORTHERN ILLINOIS 
Jan. 6 at Ball State 
Jan. 9 at Eastern Michigan 
Jan. 13 TOLEDO 
Jan. 16 at Buffalo 
Jan. 20 OHIO 
Jan. 23 at Miami 
Jan. 27 AKRON 
Jan. 30 MARSHALL 
February 
Feb. 4 at Kent 
Feb. 9 BALL STATE 
Feb. 13 at Western Michigan 
Feb. 17 at Central Michigan 
Feb. 20 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
Feb. 23 at Northern Illinois 
Feb. 26 MAC Tournament Quarterfinals 
(Campus Sites) 
Feb. 28 MAC Tournament Semifinals 
(Toledo) 
March 
Mar. 1 MAC Tournament Championship 
(Toledo) 
Thursday 
November 19. 1998 Winter Sports Spectacular  G 
2 icer losses reminiscent 1998" Hockey schedule 
of last year's season 
U Despite three 
straight losses, 





The BC News 
Dreadful visions of 
last year flashed 
through the collective 
minds of the Falcon 
hockey team this past 
weekend. 
As they gave up 
three goals in five min- 
utes Saturday against 
Alaska-Fairbanks, 
many could not help 
but be reminded of the 
8-27-3 campaign. The 
Kalcons lost that game 
6-5   and    lost    Friday 
against Notre Dame 6-2 
"It brought back bad 
memories," defense- 
man Doug Vhueller 
said. "We're not going 
to let what happened" 
last year happen this 
year." 
The Falcons are 3-5-1 
in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association for 
seventh place Overall, 
they are 4-6-1. 
The Falcons have a 
long time to dwell on it 
as they do not play 
again until after 
Thanksgiving. 
In their minds, this 
may be either good or 
bad. 
"It could be both," 
Schueller said. "The 
guys could use a little 
time off. On the other 
hand, it's a long time to 
think about a bad week- 
end." 
Falcon coach Buddy 
Powers thinks the team 
will be able to recover. 
He cites the win over 
Northern Michigan as 
the source. 
"I think we've got 
good character guys in 
the locker room," Pow- 
ers said. "If anything, 
it's more of a wakeup 
call. When we won up 
in Northern Michigan, 
we were probably pal- 
ting ourselves on the 
back a little too much to 
write (about). We just 
didn't have that edge to 
ourselves this week- 
end." 
The team will prac- 
tice this week and at 
different times during 
the break, before host- 
ing Miami and North- 
ern  Michigan   Nov.  27 
and 28. 
Price scores 100th point 
With an assist Satur- 
day against Alaska, 
senior, right wing Dan 
Price scored his 100th 
point of his career. After 
this weekend Price 
increased his team lead- 
ing totals to five goals 
and seven assists. 
junior center Adam 
Edinger had a three- 
goal weekend and is 
second on the team 
with 11 points. 
Forward Craig Des- 
jarlais is third with nine 
points. 
Defenscman Mike 
Jones recorded four 
assists on the weekend. 
BG is last in the Cen- 
tral Collegiate Hockey 
Association in team 
defense, averaging 4.36 
goals-against per game. 
November 
Nov. 27 MIAMI 
Nov. 28 NORTHERN MICHIGAN 
December 
Dec. 5 MICHIGAN 
Dec. 12 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Dec. 27 at Wisconsin 
Dec. 28 at Wisconsin 
January 
Jan. 2 at Nebraska 
Jan. 3 at Nebraska 
Jan. 8 NOTRE DAME 
Jan. 9 at Michigan State 
Jan. 15 MICHIGAN STATE 
Jan. 16 LAKE SUPERIOR 
Jan. 22 at Michigan 
Jan. 23 FERRIS STATE 
Jan. 29 at Lake Superior 
Jan. 30 at Lake Superior 
February 
Feb. 5 OHIO STATE 
Feb. 6 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Feb. 12 at Alaska Fairbanks 
Feb. 13 at Alaska F'alrbanks 
Feb. 20 NOTRE DAME 
Feb. 26 at Western Michigan 
Feb. 27 at Ferris State 
March 
Mar. 2 at Ohio State 
Mar. 6 OHIO STATE 
We Proudly Support 
United W^y 
Check out exclusive news en the BG Mews Welt 
Site at <www.bgnews.com> 
l>UJcrl<s 
24* S. MataSt.   352-8578 




Check out Cycle Werks 
for Holiday Gift Shopping 
• Skateboards            f~2i 
• BMX/Freestyle T**^** 
• Rollerblades ^— 
• Birkenstock        man—Kin 
• English Darts ^—^ 
• Clothing for casual 
wear and cycling. 
MIKENSIOd 
English Darts 
Back in stock!!! 
TOLEDO 
Choose from any of the dates listed 
below and receive this great offer 
from The Toledo Storm Hockey 
Team, exclusively for BGSU stu- 
dents. Just fill out the form and 
mail it back along with payment to: 
T«4edo Storm BGSU Night Out 
One Mam Street 
Toledo, Ohia  43*05 
*f  
1 towrtw 
I   21  v» Hampton Roads 
I  22 vs Chaaapsak 
I   28 va Dayton 
I 
I 
I 4 va Hunongton 
I 5 va Whaaina 
j 12 vs Richmond 
j 18 va Dayton 
■ 19 va Roanoaka 
J 23 va Cokimbua 
, 27 va Daylan 
j 31 va Paona 
| January 
2 va Johnatovn 
I 10 va Columbus 
I 22 va CnaaapaaK 
HOCKEY 
Ticket $ 7 50 
Regular Hot Dog       $ 2.00 
Small Pop $ 2.50 
,' Name:  
| Phone Number: 
l Address:  
| City, State: _ 
■Number of Tickets: 
Total Value: $12.00 
1 Game Date(s): December 12 
January 2 
February   23 
/        /        / jM/C 




I Make chock payable to Toledo Storm 
I Must be received at least one week prior to dale of game. 
,    | Fabruary 
|      |     3 va Hunongton 
j 13 va Paona 
■ 14 va RaaiiuHia 
• 21 va Dayton 












J     I 
March 
12 va Hampton Roads 
13 va Richmond 
17 vs Whaatng 
19 va Paona 
20 va Paona 
24 va Columbus 
28 va Johnstown 
April 






























6-4, 235 lbs. 
Elyria, OH 
Good Luck this Season! 
Love, 
The Sisters of 

























Best of Luck, BG 





6-3, 190 lbs. 
Gahanna, OH 
Slam it BG! 
The University Bookstore 














6-8, 220 lbs. 
Kimball, NE 
Good Luck Falcons! 
Love* 





6-8, 220 lbs. 
Madrid, Spain 
G0BG! 











5-11, 185 lbs 
Sandusky, OH 
HOOR IT UP! 
nial Barbe 
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Men's swim 
team looks to 
keep head 
above water 
U The men swimming 
team hopes to "get 
their mean on" as the 
season continues. 
By NICK HURM 
 The BG News  
Lasl season the Bowling Green 
men's swimmers and divers did 
not have Ihe stellar year they were 
looking for 
The Falcon men finished 2-13 
with a 1-5 record In the Mid Amer- 
ican Conference. BG finished sixth 
out of seven teams In the MAC 
Championship meet. The two 
major highlights In the meet were 
the second place finish by Matt 
Johnsen In Ihe 100 Breast and the 
third place finish by Tom Stoltz in 
the 500 Free. 
A different year brings about 
different expectations for the men's 
team. The new season will bring 
new faces as well as a new motto 
for the men: "to get their mean on." 
"I expect the men's side to have 
rapid maturity among our fresh 
men." head coach Randy Julian 
said. "If we don't see it we are going 
to have a hard year." 
The graduation of Stoltz left a 
void that the Falcons must lill 
Johnsen is back as captain of the 
swim team with a strong, yet 
young supporting class. 
BG will have to count on 
younger talent to help with their 
success. Ten of the 19 men's swim 
mere are freshmen. Diver Jeff Allen 
to the lone senior an the team. 
The freshmen have stepped up. 
Tom Mohlmari has been nothing 
but Impressive In the 200 Free. 
The graduate of Bowling Green 
High School recorded a first place 
finish against Xavier and has two 
second place finishes against East- 
ern Michigan and Toledo. 
Mohlman also has a second place 
finish In the 500 Free. Freshman 
Mike Griffin has also stepped up 
swimming well In both the 500 and 
1.000 Free. 
The sophomore class has been 
impressive as well this year. Matt 
Ellinger. Andy Jenkins and Bill 
Roehl have all been exceptional to 
this point for the Falcons. Ellinger 
has swum strong In the 200 Breast 
and placed first in the event In the 
dual meet against Eastern Michi- 
gan. Jenkins has been tearing up 
the water In the 50 Free. He 
already has first place finishes In 
the event against Toledo and 
Xavier. Jenkins also finished first 
In the 100 Free against Toledo. 
Roehl keeps on proving why he 
was an all-American swimmer In 
high school, placing well oMaJa 
tenth/ in Ihe individual medley and 
the 100 and 200 Back. 
On the boards, the men's divers 
are looking to have a sound year. 
Allen leads the attack. The senior 
diver has three first place finishes 
on the one and three meter boards. 
One of the biggest was his first 
place finish on the three meter 
against arch rival Toledo. Sopho- 
mores Josh Clungston and Kris 
Waechter have been diving strong 
for the Falcons. 
"Even though it Is an individual 
sport it's important for all of us to 
function as a team." Allen said. 
"We want unity and to keep every- 
one working together." 
This year the BG men hold a 
record of I -3 and look for Improve 
ment. The one victory was a 116 
92 beating of Xavier at Cooper 
Pool. 
The upperclassmen and under 
classmen stepped it up a notch." 
Jatmscn saM. "We were behind 
each other a lot." 
If the upperclassmen and 
underclassmen can keep stepping 
up in future meets, a much more 
successful season will come about. 
BG will have some crucial meets 
ahead. Saturday they will travel to 
Wright State to swim In a dual 
meet with the Raiders Some other 
key meets ahead will be the East- 
ern Michigan Invitational on Dec. 4 
and 5. and a big dual meet against 
Miami at Cooper Pool on Jan. 30. 
BG Newt Photo/ MICHAEL LEHMXUHLE 
The men's swimming team dives into the pool on the sound of the horn during their last home race. 
UT, OSU sink Falcons over 
weekend swimming matches 
-I The Falcons' dismal Weekend Junior swimmer Nancy Simpson had a very pro 
, . i_ i      i • ductlve weekend, as she won both the 200-meter Indi- 
perrormance leaves them looking        vidual Medky wtth ■ time of 211.13 as wen as the 
for answers. 200-mctcr backstroke with a lime ol 2:08.64 at Tole 
do. 
 . . , This was despite the fact that she was sick with tin' 
flu all last week, and was out of the water for seven 
days before competing this weekend 
Junior swimmer Bethany Budde placed second at 
Toledo behind her teammate Simpson in the 200- 
meter IM with a time of 2:11.86. 
She also finished first in the 100-meter breaslroke 
with a time of 1:07.77 at Cooper Pool. 
The divers experienced some success as well in the 
3-mcter diving competition. 
Junior diver Laura Segerlin took second place for 
the Falcons with a composite diving score of 254.40 
Junior Ellyn Vreeland took fifth place with a combined 
lotalof2!2.55. 
By KEVIN GUTEKUNST 
The BG News 
A haphazard weekend leaves the BG women's swim 
team looking for ways to keep their heads above water. 
Friday the team traveled to nearby Toledo. The Fal- 
cons had certainly seen better days, as they were 
ousted by the Rockets 154.5-87.5. Saturday their 
woes continued as they lost to Ohio State 138-94 at 
Cooper Pool. 
With two meets In two days, the subject of fatigue 
was certainly a likely cause for the Falcons' dlsap 
pointing efforts versus Toledo and Ohio State this 
weekend. 
However, head swimming coach Randy Julian felt 
that fatigue was only half of the story. 
"Fatigue is definitely part of the issue, but It's not 
any more than fifty percent of the Issue." Jonan saM. 
"Wtiat happened this weekend is what yon tear 
with a young team. We gave up before the meet was 
even halfway done. Their concentration was not good, 
and tflelr focus on the task at hand was not good 
either." 
Senior co-captain Katie Rosinsky stated her 
thoughts about the team's performance. 
"We did not have a solid meet, but it Is a definite 
improvement over what we did at Toledo the day 
before." Rosinsky said. The Toledo meet was really a 
rough one. and a performance we would like to for- 
get" 
While the weekend was not the most productive 
and positive for the Falcons, there were some notable 
performances turned In by some of (he swimmers 
Previous results: 
The Falcons began the season by puiwneling 
Xavier. 141-56 at Cooper Pool Bownng Green won 
nine of the 11 events, as weH as both relay events 
Highlights were infinite, as both the swimming and 
diving teams eNpcrtenced great success. 
The biggest surprise was the success of the divers. 
Segerlin won the 3-meter diving competition with a 
composite score of 240.95. Vreeland won the 1-meter 
competition with a combined score of 211.90. 
The 200 Medley relay composed of Simpson. 
Budde. and freshmen Kelll Pydynowskl and Kim 
Moden finished with a time of 152.69. good for first 
place. 
Following the dual meet versus Xavier. the Falcons 
experienced some shortcomings against Easlern 
Michigan, as they were oulscored 135-106 at Cooper 
Pool. EMU took 9 of the 11 events, and one of the two 
relay events. 
Simpson look first place In both the 200 meter 
backstroke and the 200 meter IM 
Thursday 
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Falcon center Jacki    Ralerman calls for the ball during an exhibition game early this season. 
BUNN  
Continued from page three. 
Stacey kept the Falcons close, 
but UNI also hit key shots to put 
themselves In a position to win the 
game. 
The Panthers had a chance to 
go ahead with 3:39 remaining, but 
Terry Cress missed one of two cru- 
cial free throws down the stretch 
and the score was tied again. 
Stacey added two more free 
throws and another jumper carry- 
ing the Falcons to a four point 
lead, but UNI stormed back again 
behind a thrre-point-play from 
Tyler Peterson. 
On Its next possesion. UNI's 
Sean Stackhouse swished a dou- 
ble-pump Jumper from 15 feet and 
gave his team the lead. 67-66. with 
56 seconds left. 
An Esterkamp layup put BG 
back up by one with 29 seconds 
l.-ft. but another BG foul and a free 




L) Jacki    Raterman is 
ready to lead the Fal- 
cons up against 
Toledo, Kent and the 
rest of the MAC. 
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM 
 The Hi, News  
To be successful, every team 
needs to have a building block. 
For the Bowling Green women's 
basketball team, that building 
block Is 6-0 senior forward/center 
Jackl Raterman. Raterman aver- 
aged 15.7 points per game last sea- 
son good for all-league second- 
team honors and 10th in the Mid- 
American Conference. 
Raterman shot a Mid-American 
Conference-best .596 from the field 
and a blistering .617 In the MAC. 
That shooting percentage was good 
for a placing of 20th In the nation. 
She also ranked 15th in the nation 
and second in the MAC with a .865 
free throw percentage. She was 
also 14th in the MAC with 2.34 
offensive rebounds per game. With 
all those stats In mind. Raterman 
has been named to the pre-season 
All-MAC team. 
Now that the MAC teams know 
about her presence, they may dou- 
ble or triple-team her in the mid- 
dle. She is working on different 
parts of her game to surprise peo- 
ple especially on her quickness, 
rebounding and defense. 
That's been a problem for me 
because I step up and score If I'm 
called upon." Raterman said. "Peo- 
ple are doubling and tripling me. 
That leaves me for assists in the 
post. I would love to build up my 
assists this year. That's one thing I 
never had to do. That would be fun 
to do my senior year." 
Raterman may not be the quick- 
est player on the court but she 
uses her intelligence to counter 
that — a trait similar to that of 
NBA greats such as Magic John- 
son. 
I'm not going to let my scoring 
and foul shooting slip up," Rater- 
man said. "Even if I have a slow 
step, I have to know what the 
offensive player Is doing. I've been 
working on my quickness to get to 
the boards quicker. My strength 
should help me with my quick- 
ness." 
On the offensive side, Raterman 
will be taking more than just 
Jumpers and lay-ups In the post. 
BG's new head coach Deanne 
Knoblauch wants everyone to be 
able to shoot from anywhere on the 
hardwood. In other words. Rater- 
man might be a post or forward In 
the books but might set up in a 
guard spot on the floor. 
"I think that makes it more 
attractive to the players." 
Knoblauch said. "I think It's more 
fun because I'm not just limiting 
ptayers. 1 think if you're a basket 
ball player, you're a basketball 
player and should be able to do a 
lot of things. Jackl certainly has 
the versatility. She has a great- 
looking shot. It's only I9'9." 
There's no reason why a Division I 
player can't make that shot. I think 
Jackl's going to be great in our sys- 
tem." 
Raterman likes the Idea of 
becoming more versatile. Teams 
will not be able to prepare to 
defend her Just in the low post. 
• See RATERMAN, page ten. 
stage for Bunn. 
The Panthers blew a 32 25 half- 
time lead. 
UNI used a mixture of an inside 
presence and outside shooting 
attack, dominating the first half. 
The Panthers' biggest lead came 
early In the second half, when UNI 
went up by 12 points. 
However, a fircd-up Falcon 
team, led by Stacey and 
Esterkamp pulled the game even 
with 11:06 to play. 
Stacey hit a three-pointer and 
swatted a Tyler Peterson shot to 
bring BG within three. 
Esterkamp brought the Falcons 
within one drawing the foul on a 
drive to the basket for a layup. The 
three-point play tied the game at 
46-46. 
Conlinued from page three. 
BG scored a meager 25 points 
over the first 20 minutes despite 
forcing 13 turnovers. They made 
only four free throws and one 
three pointer before halflime. 
"I thought we were taking 
really bad shots," Dakich said. 
"These guys were quick and they 
were into us. They had a great 
game plan set up. We were set- 
tling for ridiculously bad shots." 
BG came out of the blocks 
slowly in the second half, watch- 
ing a seven point halftime deficit 
reach 12 when UNI's Joe Break- 
enridge made a lay-up with just 
over 16 minutes to play. 
That shot seemed to awaken 
the BG front line. 
After jump shots by freshman 
I en Matela, senior DeMar 
Moore, junior Anthony Stacey 









10 life. The Anthony Stacey 
Falcons   were 
within three. When the 6'4 for- 
ward emphatically blocked 7' 
center Tyler Peterson's shot out 
of bounds on the next posses- 
sion, "The House that Roars" 
finally lived up to its billing. 
By the time Esterkamp tied 
the game with a three-point play, 
the Panthers hadn't scored for 
over five minutes. 
Esterkamp and Stacey each 
scored 10 of BG's final 24 points. 
"I kept telling our team I was- 
n't going to lei us lose and I kept 
going strong to the basket," 
Stacey said. "Fortunately 
enough, I was knocking it down. 
Coach Dakich kept stressing 
don't settle for jump shots." 
Stacey poured in a game high 
of 22 points and a team high of 
eight rebounds while Esterkamp 
added 14 points and five 
rebounds. 
Center Kirk Cowan scored 13 
points, hitting five of his six 
shots. Along with Stacey and 
Moore, he logged over 30 min- 
utes against the much bigger 
Panthers. 
Reserve center Matela added 
four points, five rebounds and 
three blocked shots in 17 min- 
utes. 
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j Freshman Greg Day 
is making strides on 
the ice. 
By DIANA EDELMAN 
//).' IK,   Veiis  
1 le is in the top W of the ( en 
Iral Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion in overall point leaders. I le 
is 21 years old and comes In .il r' 
feel 10 inches, 175 pounds. 
However, he has been al 
howling Green lor only one 
semester, and he is already 
hecoming one of the team's key 
players. 
Freshman Greg Day is seeing 
a lot of ice time for the Falcons 
this season. Day enrolled al BG 
in January after receiving a call 
from head coach Buddy Powers 
in December asking him to join 
the rankings of the orange and 
brown. 
I le immediately took to the 
ice practicing with the squad but 
not playing. 
"I thought it would be a good 
opportunity to come earlier," 
Day said. "It was tough not play- 
ing knowing every day that I 
was not going to be in the lineup 
for weekend games but it was a 
great learning experience." 
Day  learned  what expecta- 
tions were ahead ol him and 
learned about the step he would 
make from juniors, where he 
played with the Chatham 
Maroons of the Ontario Western 
Junior Hockey League. Coming 
to BG early also gave him  the 
advantage over the incoming 
freshmen 
Knowing 
the players is 
the    biggesl 
thing," Day 
said of prac- 
ticing with 
the squad 
last   season. 
(The   fresh- Greg Day 
men)    came 
in and didn't know anybody and 
I was just one of the guys." 
IK tober ~\ — an exhibition 
game — marked his collegiate 
debut and a chance to show the 
team what he learned from a 
hall-season of practice. Day 
scored his first collegiate goal, 
which was also the first goal of 
the season. 
Day, from St. Claire Beach, 
Ont., has been on a roll ever 
since. In 11 games, he has seven 
points (two goals, five assists). 
While the team does not tech- 
nically have a first line, he has 
been on one of the top three dur- 
ing his time here. Until the week- 
end when the team went up 
against Alaska-Fairbanks, he had 
BG Newt Photo/ DIANA EDELMAN 
BG icer Greg Day gels ready for the next faceoff during Saturday's 6-5 loss lo Alaska-Fairbanks. 
played all of the games with 
junior Craig Desjarlais. Saturday 
he took the ice with sophomores 
Curtis Valentine and Chris Bon- 
vie. They may be new linematcs, 
but Powers expects production 
from the three. 
"We are still looking for the 
right mix," Powers said of the 
lines. "But we plan on keeping 
those guys together. They could 
get something going." 
While the first game the line 
played together did not produce, 
the three seem to be a good 
match. Bonvie has got the speed, 
and Valentine has got the "scor- 
ing touch" according to Day. 
"I think we have got three 
great goal scorers and play mak- 
ers," Bonvie said. "As we get 
used to playing with each other 
and as we get lo know each other 
we will click." 
Day has also been serving 
lime on the power play. He has 
had Iwo power play goals thus 
far. 
"lie is good with the puck," 
Powers said of Dav. "He can 
make some great passes (and) he 
also has the ability to score by 
himself." 
But Day thinks he can do bel- 
ter. As a member of the team, he 
knows what the squad is capable 
of accomplishing. 
"We have got Ihe tools lo be a 
championship learn," he said. 
RATERMAN 
Continued from page nine. 
That's kind of a transition for 
me." Raterman said. "Jacl (Clark) 
had her four player on the wing 
and her five player In the post. We 
can do that as posts — shoot the 
ball outside — so It's not going to 
be a problem." 
Looking from the outside In. 
people might see Raterman as the 
lone major scoring threat since the 
team's other two leading scorers in 
Charlotta Jones and Sara Puthoff 
graduated. However. Knoblauch Is 
looking for more players to step up 
and help with the scoring load. 
'I think we're going to have a bit 
more balance," Knoblauch said. 
"In fact, we'd better have more bal- 
ance. (But) .l.ii kl s a good leader I 
think she'll come up with some big 
plays. We know that we can count 
on her nlght-ln and night-out." 
Knoblauch thinks Raterman 
and the other three seniors — 
Netta Smith, Jen Gafford and Jill 
DeFosse — have been helpful in 
the transition phase. 
"She's (Raterman) a very nice 
person." Knoblauch said. "The 
seniors have to be bummed out 
because of the major upheaval in 
life. Jackl has welcomed us and 
helped us in the transition. She 
probably does not welcome the 
change but she has done a great 
Job of adjusting to the change " 
Knoblauch also admires Rater- 
inans work ethic on and off the 
court Raterman made the Ai adr 
mic All MAC honorable mention 
list with a 3.61 grade point average 
In mathematics 
"I think if you work hard at am 
thing in this world, you're going to 
gel it." Knoblauch said. "Jackl's 
work ethic Is outstanding. I just 
love It. She's Just one of the hard 
cst working players on tin leant 
obviously on the court and In the 
classroom. She stays laic anil 
COmea in early It is going to be an 
absolute pleasure to coach her." 
Thursday 









Athletes lo watch 
Outlook 
Anderson Arena 
Cnanotts Jones. B«d 
ChrtMne BUndford 
Leigh Ann DMon 
Franclne Miser 
With the loss ol big 
pUyrnaker Chartotta 
Jones. BQ needs lo 












Athlete* to watch 
Outlook 
MAC 





The Falcons should 
be one of the lop 







/^,      Women's & 




Venue'                        Copper Pool 
KM 'ossns                   women jacqui Mcnae — ;  
Men Tom Slob            Coach 
Keygainr                   Women   KlmModen     pQr»Hvi 
Men Tom Mohlman       nanay 
Athletes to watch.        Women Katie                Julian 
SS*"         (4th year) 
Outlook                    Both warns look lo 
move up m me MAC. 
AfsstM to watch 
Outlook 







BQ has alive 
starters returning and 






f¥     Men's 
Nl Indoor track 
Not 
1997-1898                      6Ui mlhe MAC                        ,      ..   .. 
Venue:                    BOSU Field House           Available 
Key losses                  Tracrs Downey, Adam 
Key gains                    Rob Glatt                        Coach 
AUsetes lo watch       RahSheen Clay             Qtarlinn 
Outlook.                      With a strong sprinting     oraiuiiy 
core, the Falcons w*       Martin 
to challenge tor the 
MACme 
1997-1998 134, 4-4 MAC 
Venue Laurel H» (Toledo) 
Kai IOBSM Tiffany LaSusa, 
Jenny Cheung 
Key gains Devon Bissng*' 
AJMSSM lo walch Meghan Rhodes 
Outlook BO w* be primed to 
challenge lor the MAC 










Athletes to walch 
Outlook 
24.8-21 MAC 
BGSU Ice Arena 
Biad Hotringet 
Greg Day, Austin De 
Lisa 
Dan Price 
Alls* worst season m 
BQ IWory last year. 
the Falcons look lo 
compete as top mem 









Amiens lo walch 








The Falcons war try lo    ,_. , 
use the momentum        (Jra year) 





/^      Men's 
*>L       Tennis '       t% 
1997-1998                   12-12, 5 2 MAC 
Venue                         Laurel H* (Toledo) 
Kay losses               Ryan Gabel. 
Soonvonkar 
Keygsms                    VNskWHd 
Athletes 10 walch'        Radu Banen 
Ousook                       The Falcons had a 
good Ian and wa use 
that expenenoe kx the 






Upcoming HOME events 
Men's Tennis 
Jan. 23 vs. Illinois Chicago 
Jan. 23 vs. Dayton 
Feb. 20 vs. Ferris State 
Women's Tennis 
Feb. 12 vs. Cincinnati 
Men's Swimmin 
Jan. 29 vs. Valparaiso 
Jan. 30 vs. Miami 
Women's Swimmin; 
Jan. 29 vs. Valparaiso 
Jan. 30 vs. Miami 
Feb. 5   vs. Akron 
Gymnastics 
Jan. 16 vs. Ohio State 
Jan. 23 vs. Western Mich. 
Jan. 30 vs. Kent 
Feb. 13 vs. Illinois State 
March 6 vs. Ball Slate 
• The men's and 
women s indoor tack 
schedules are not avail- 





Book Buy Back 
Begins Dec. 7th 
HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 8:00-6:00 
Fri. 8:00-5:00       Djf* 
Sat. 9:00-5:00    BUPcharge jiifiiiii 
